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July 23,2008

TO:

ALL COUNTY CLERKSIREGISTRARS OF VOTERS AND
PROPONENT (08238)

FROM:

Associate Elections Analyst
SUBJECT: FAtLURE OF INITIATIVE #I
324
Pursuant to Elections Code section 9030(b), you are hereby notified that the total
number of signatures to the hereinafter named constitutional amendment and
statute filed with all county elections officials is less than 100 percent of the
number of qualified voters required to find the petition sufficient; therefore, the
petition has failed.

TITLE:

CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM. VICTIMS' RIGHTS.
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT AND STATUTE.

SUMMARY DATE: 02108108

PROPONENT;

Steven J. lpsen

w
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DEBRABOWENI SECRETARY OF STATE
STATE OP CALIFORNIA I ELECTIONS
lsoolxth W5thFh I Sacramento, ~~g~yl~e1(916)657~166l~ax~~16)
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February 8, 2008

TO:

ALL COUNTY CLERKSlREGlSTRARS OF VOTERSIPROPONENT
(08057)

FROM:
Elections Analyst

I

SUBJECT: INITIATIVE #I324

Pursuant to Elections Code section 336, we transmit herewith a copy of the Title
and Summary prepared by the Attorney General on a proposed initiative
measure entitled:
CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM. VICTIMS' RIGHTS.
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT AND STATUTE.

The proponent of the above-named measure is:
Steven J. lpsen
32950 Deer Glen Lane
Agua Dulce, CA 91390

CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM. VICTIMS' RIGHTS.
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT AND STATUTE.
CIRCULATING AND FILING SCHEDULE

1

Minimum number of signatures required: ....................
California Constitution, Article II, Section 8(b)

2.

Official Summary Date:

3.

Petitions Sections:

.
.
.
.
..............., 6 9 4 , 3 5 4

................................................................

Friday, 02108108

a. First day Proponent can circulate Sections for
signatures (Elec. Code 5 336) .............................................

Friday, OU08108

b. Last day Proponent can circulate and file with the county.
All sections are to be filed at the same time within each
county. (Elec. Codes 5s 338, 9030(a)), ...............

Monday 07107108

c. Last day for county to determine total number of
signatures affixed to petitions and to transmit total

to the Secretary of State (Elec. Code 5 9030(b))............... Thursday, 07117108
(If the Proponent files the petition with the county on a date prior to.
07107108, the county has eight working days from the filing of the petition
to determine the total number of signatures affixed to the petition and to
transmit the total to the Secretary of State) (Elec. Code 5 9030(b)).

d. Secretary of State determines whether the total number

of signatures filed with all county clerkslregistrars of
voters meets the minimum number of required signatures
and notifies the counties.. ............................................Saturday, 07/26/08"
e. Last day for county to determine total number of qualified

voters who signed the petition, and to transmit certificate
with a blank copy of the petition to the Secretary of State
(Elec. Code § 9030(d)(e)) ..................... .
.
.......................... Monday, 09108108
*Date varies based on the date of county receipt.

INITIATIVE #I
324
Circulating and Filing Schedule continued:

(If the Secretary of State notifies the county to determine the number of
qualified voters who signed the petition on a date other than 07128108, the
last day is no later than the thirtieth working day after the county's receipt
of notification). (Elec. Code 5 9030(d)(e)).
f. If the signature count is more than 763,790 or less than
659,637 then the Secretary of State certifies the petition as
qualified or failed, and notifies the counties. If the signature
count is between 659,637 and 763,790 inclusive, then the
Secretary of State notifies the counties using the random
sampling technique to determine the validity of all
signatures (Elec. Code 5s 9030(f)(g), 9031(a)) ................ Thursday, 09118/08*
g. Last day for county to determine actual number of all qualified
voters who signed the petition, and to transmit certifjcate
with a blank copy of the petition to the Secretary of State.
(Elec.Code 5 9031(b)(c)). .... ...................................................Friday, 10/31/08

(If the Secretary of State notifies the county to determine the number of
qualified voters who have signed the petition on a date other than
09/18/08, the last day is no later than the thirtieth working day after the
county's receipt of notification.) (Elec. Code § 9031(b)(c).)
h. Secretary of State certifies whether the petition has been

signed by the number of qualified voters required to declare
the petition sufficient (Elec. Code 55 9031(d), 9033) ..........Tuesday, 11104108*

*Date varies based on the date of county receipt.

IMPORTANT POINTS

California taw prohibits the use of signatures, names and addresses
gathered on initiative petitions for any purpose other than to qualify the
initiative measure for the ballot. This means that the petitions cannot be
used to create or add to mailing lists or similar lists for any purpose,
including fundraising or requests for support. Any such misuses
constitutes a crime under California law. Elections Code section 18650;
Bilofsky v. Deukmejian (1981) 124 Cal.App.3d 825, 177 Cal.Rptr. 621;
63 0ps.Cal.Atty.Gen. 37 (1980).
Please refer to Elections Code sections 100, 101, 104, 9001, 9008,
9009, 9021, and 9022 for appropriate format and type consideration in

printing, typing and otherwise preparing your initiative petition for
circulation and signatures. Please send a copy of the petition after you
have it printed. This copy is not for our review or approval, but to
supplement our file.
Your attention is directed to the campaign disclosure requirements of the
Political Reform Act of 1974, Government Code section 81000 et seq.

When writing or calling state or county elections officials, provide the
official title of the initiative which was prepared by the Attorney General.
Use of this title will assist elections officials in referencing the proper file.
When a petition is presented to the county elections official for filing by
someone other than the proponent, the required authorization shall
include the name or names of the persons filing the petition.

When filing the petition with the county elections official, please provide
a blank petition for elections official use.

State of Culiformia

EDMUND G. BROWN JR.
Attorney General

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
1300 I STREET, SUITE 125
P.O. BOX 944255

SACRAMENTO, CA 94244-2550

February 8,2008

FlLED

in the offleeof the Secretary of Stab
of ths dtate of Callfornb

Debra Bowen
Secretary of State
1500 - l l a Street, 5thFloor
Sacramento, CA 95814

RE:
TITLE:

Title and Summary for Initiative No. 07-0097
Criminal Justice System. Victims' Rights. Constitutional Amendment and
Statute.

Dear Ms.Bowen:

Pursuant to the provisions in sections 336 and 9004 of the Elections Code, enclosed please
find a copy of the title and summary issued for Initiative 07-0097, along with a copy ofthe proposed
measure.

Initiative Coordinator
For

proaonentlsl ~ u b l i cinformation:
Steven J. Ipsen
32950 Deer Glen Lane

Agua Dulce, California 9 1390

EDMUND G.BROWN JR.
Attorney General

February 8,2008
Initiative No. 07-0097
(Amdt. #3-S)
The Attorney General of California has prepared the following title and summary of the chief
purpose and points of the proposcd measure:

CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM. VICTIMS' RIGHTS. CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT

AND STATUTE. Requires notification to victim and oppormnity for input during phases of
criminal justice process, including bail,

sentencing and parole. Establishes victim safety

as primary c~nsiderationin determining bail. Requires victims have safe access to courthouses,

Provides more assistance collecting restitution, Prohibits release of defendants on their own

recognizance for specified crimes, including serious or violent felonies. Authorizes courts of
appeal to adjudicate death penalty appeals. Creates Department of Parole to handle all parole

henrings. Requires prosecutors receive certain benefits and be paid salaries comparable to

similar public attorneys. Summary of estimate by Legislative Analyst and Director of Finance of
fiscal impact on state and local g6vernmcnt: Increased state and county judicial system costs

that may initially exceed $100 million and amount to tens of millions of dollars annually
t h e r e a h on a stafcwidc basis, A nct incrcase in costs for state prison operations that, depending

on circumstances, could range from millions to hundreds of millions of dollars annually. A
potential net savings in the low tens of millions of dollars for the administration of parole
reviews and revocations if the changes related to parole revocation procedures were not

"

overturned by potential legal challenges. 4 net increase in local government costs for county
jails, work release programs, probation supervision, and other local law enforcement agencies of
up to the low hundreds of millions of dollars mually on a statewide basis. (Initiative 07-0097.)

The Victims9Rights and Protection,Act of 2,008:
Implemen fation and Enforcemend Toolsfor Victims,Prosecutors and Judges

07-0097
m d t . 1133
December 24,2007

Krystal Paris
Initiative Coordinator
Office of the Attorney General
1300 '1 Street
Sacramento, California 958 14

Dear Ms. Paris,

As the proponent of proposed ballot initiative number 07 0097 currently
titled in part "The Victims Right's and Protection Act of 2008" version 4,
filed December 7,2007 and amended Dec. 13,2007, I am submitting
amendments to both the name and substance of the initiative within 15 days
as allowed by law. Attached is a copy of the proposed initiative as amended
titled: The Victims' Rights and Protection Act of 2008:
Ip49pIgmentution and Enforcemeet Toolsfor Vieibnr, P~roeeculors,and
Judges.
I am filing this in my individual capacity and on behalf of no other
individual, group of
individuals or organization. I can be contacted regarding this initiative at
2 13 700 - 4133 or emailed at addaemail@aol .corn.
.

,

Sincerely,

Steven J. Ipsen

w

VICTIMS' RIGHTS AND PROTECTION ACT OF 2008:
,
IMPLEMENTATION AND ENFORCEMENT TOOLS FOR VICTIMS,
PROSECUTORS AND JUDGES
DECEMBER 24,2007
INITIATIVE MEASURE TO 8E SUBMITTED DIRECTLY TO THE VOTERS

TO THE HONORABLE SECRETARY OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA:
We, the undersigned, registered, qualified voters of California, residents of the afore-described County (or City and
County), on the signature page of this petition sectlon, hereby propose addifions and amendments to the California
Constitution and to the California Evldence Code, the California Government Code, the Califomla Labor Code, and the
Callfornia Penal Code, relating to the rlghts of victims of crime, and petition the Secretary of State to submit Ule same to
the voters of Califomia for their adoption or rejection at the next succeeding general election or at any special statewide
electlon held prior ta that general election or otherwise provided by law. The proposed statutory addltions and
amendments (full title and text of the measure) read as follows:
SECTION 1.

TITt E

This Measure shall be k n o y and may be cited as the "Vlctlms' Rights And Protection Act of 2008: Implementation and
EnforcementTools for Victims, Prosecutors and Judges."
SECTION 2.

FINDINGS AND DECLARATIONS

,

The People of the State of California hereby find and declare all' of the following:
1.
The rlghts of victims of crime are simply stated. They include the right to notice and to be heard during critical
stages of the criminal justice system proceedings; the right to receive restitution from the criminal wrongdoer; the right to
the enactment of sfafutes that promote and encourage the recruitment and retention of highly trained, career criminal
prosecutors who have high ethical standards, who are free from conflicts of interest, and who are sensitive to the needs
and rights of crime victims; the right to be and feel reasonably safe throughout all of the criminal proceedings involving the
wrongdoer; the right to expect the individually determined sentence of a judge to be honored and fully carried out; the right
to expect the Legislature to properly fund the criminal justice system, so that the rights of crime victims stated in these
Findings and Declarations and that justice itself are not eroded by inadequate resources; and, above all. the right to an
expeditious and just punishment of the criminal wrongdoer that is an effective deterrent to future criminal wrongdoing.

2.
The process by which criminal wrongdoers are held criminally accountable for their crimes has been given to the
exclusive control of the government. The people of thls state have surrendered any right or legal authority to take
Individual action to impose criminal punishment upon ctimlnal wrongdoers, regardless of the extent of personal pain and
suffering inflicted upon them by these crimlnal perpetrators.
3.
It Is,therefore, an important responsibility of government to ensure that law enforcement officials and prosecutors
are enabled to employ an eflclent Justice system to investigate crimes committed agalnst the people of this state, exercise
their discretion to charge crlrninal wrongdoers with violations of the state's penal laws, detain crimlnal wrongdoers In order
to ensure thelr attendance In criminal proceedings against them, protect crime victlms and their famllles during the
criminal justlcs process, fairly and speedily bring criminal wrongdoers to trlal, impose Just sentences on those wrongdoers
who are convlcied of the charges against them, and ensure that every indlvldually imposedjudiclal sentence is fully and
constitutionally carried out as ordered by the court.

4.
The "Victims' Rights and Protection Act of 2008" is needed to implement specific remedies in California's criminal
justice system, a system that has failed to fully recognize and adequately enforce the rights of victims of crime. This
initiative is inspired by hundreds of thousands of vkflms of crime and their families who have experienced the additional
pain and frustration of a criminal justice system that too often fails to afford victims even the most basic of rights.

.

The "broad reform" of the crlmlnal justlce system intended to grant these baslc rlghts whlch was mandated in the
5.
Vlctims' Bill of Righfs lnltlative measure passed by the electorate as Proposition 8 in 1982 has not occurred as envlsloned
by the People. Victlms of crlme continue to be denied their right lo swift and just punishment of thelr criminal wrongdoers,
and to be denied thelr right to a system of crlminal Justice that perfoms as it should.
The ctiminal justice system of California fails victims and their famllles even in cases in which the rights of vicVms
and the accused can be the most crittcally Impacted capltal murder cases'ln which the law allows the imposition of a
sentence of death upon the criminal wrongdoer.

6.

-

"Night Stalkd' Rlchard RamIrez, convicted murderer of 13 people, and 868 other " worst of the worstn murderers
7.
langulsh for decades on California's death row, draining almost $80 mlllion each year from California's taxpayers just to
house and feed them while an overwhelmed system of death penalty appeats grinds slowly, denying everyone affected by
the devastation of murder, condemned inmates and the families of thelr victlms, a timely resolution that assures that death
verdlcts and punishments are justly applied.

Califomla's arcane death penalty appeal process ostabllshed in 1849, which requires automatic appeal to only the
8.
California Supreme Court, one court composed of just seven jurists, has created a backlog of death penalty appeals that
causes these cases to be unresolved for decades. Capital murderers sentenced to death go unrepresented by an
appellate attorney for an average of more than three years whik they sit on death row.
United States Circuit Court Judge Arthur Alarcon declared in 2007 that we "must bring an end to the,appalling
delay In reviewing California death penalty convictions and reduce wasteful expenditure of millions of dollars in housing
death row inmates for decades before determining whether their conviction or sentence should be vacated or affirmed."
g.

In a recent Associated Press interview, California Supreme Court Chief Justice Ronald George stated that
10.
Califomia's 20- to 30-year death penalty process has become "dysfunctional."
11.
Even if the California Supreme Court were able to resolve the appeals of just one capital murderer every week, it
would take mat Court 12 years to resolve the backlog of appeals of capital murderers already on death row, and that
backlog increases by mare than 25 additional condemned murderers each year. Thls Is broken criminal justlce that cries
out for repair.
An inefficient, overcrowded, and arcane crlmlnal justice system has failed to bulld adequate jails and prisons, has,
12.
falled to efficiently conduct court proceedings, and has failed to expeditiously flnallze the sentences end punishments of
criminal wrongdoers. Those criminaI wrongdoers are being released from custody after serving as little as 10 percent of
the sentences imposed and determined to be appropriate by judges.

Each year hundreds of convicted murderers sentenced to serve life in prison seek release on parole from our
13.
state prisons. California's 'release from prison parole procedures" torture the famllies of their murdered victims and
waste millions of dollars each year. Only in California ara convicted murderers appointed attorneys paid by the tax
dollars of its citizens, and these convicted murderers are often given parole hearlngs every year. The familles of their
murdered victims are never able to escape the seemingly unending torture and fear that the murderer of their loved one
will be once again free to murder again.

"Helter SkelteP inmates Bruce Davis and Leslie Van Houghton, two followers of Charles Manson convicted of
14.
multiple brutal murders, have had 38 parole hearinga during the past 30 years.
1.5.
Parole Board commissioners, whose appointments must be confirmed by the State Legislature, have reported
that they have been pressured by legislators to parole more murderers'in order to reduce the population of California's
overcrowded prisons.

Prisoner rights groups push for laws to give state prison inmates privileges and cornfork, such as access to
16.
pornography, violent "R" and "NC-17" movies, and overnight sex visits, seeking to reduce the punitive and deterrentvalue
of punishment. Catering to these demands threatens to bankrupt prison budgets and to cause federal judges to order
the release of tens of thousands of convicted felons due to overcrowding in our prisons.

'

Thousands of crime victims have experienced the fallure of our crlrninal lustice system to notify them of thelr
17.
rights, falure to give them notice of important hearings in the prosecutions of their crimlnal wrongdoers, failure to provide
them with an opportunity to speak and participate, fallure to impose actual and just punishment upon their wrongdoers,
and fallure to extend to them some measure of finality to the trauma lnfllcted upon them by thelr wrongdoers.
The specific constitutional and statutory enactments and amendments made by the 'Victims' Rights and
18.
Protection Act of 2008" recognize the rights which victims of crime and thelr families must have in the prosecution of
crlrninal wrongdoers, and they constitute specific implementation of those rights within the meaning of Sections 28 and
28.1 of Artlcle I of the California Constitution.
SECTION 3. STATEMENT OF PURPOSES AND INTENT

It is the purpose of the People of the State of California In enacting this initiative measure to:

1. Invoke the rights of families of homicide victims to be spared the ordeal of prolonged and unnecessary suffering, and
to stop the waste of millions of taxpayer dollars, by eliminating parole hearings in which there is no likelihood a murderer
will be paroled, and to provide that a convicted murderer can receive a parole hearing no more frequently than every three
years, and can be denied a follow-up parole hearing for as long as 15 years.
Provide the California Supreme Court greater authority, discretion, and
resources to use more than 100 California
.
.
Court of Appeal justices to hear and resolve death penalty appeals.
2.

3. Send convicted county jail inmates to da environmental cleanup, fire abatement, and other such public works projects
while they are incarcerated to make effective the punitive, deterrent, and rehabilitative experiences of productive hard
work, in order to reduce the risk that crime victims and their families will be again victimized by these inmates.

4. Establish guidelines for opening emergency jails and other such facilities to stop the early release of large numbers of
convicted criminals fkom county jalb caused by overcrowding of those jails.
5. Notify victims of all criminal proceedings and establish a speclflc and enforceable statutory rlght to notice during the
criminal prosecutions of their wrongdoers.

6. Provide victims with a rlght to be heard at the critical stages of a crimlnal case. a right to a reasonable degree of safely
and respect throughout the criminal justice process, a meaningful right ta collect restltutlon from their criminal wrongdoers,
and a right ta see their wrongdoers fairly and expeditiously punlshed as payment for the criminal wrongs h e y have
committed and as a deterrent to thek comrniWng further crimes.
7. Impose on criminal prosecutors the highest standards of regular training and education in prasecutorial ethics and
vlctlms' rights, to eliminate threats of bias and corruption arising from conflicts of interest, and to prohibit the exploitation of
vlctims of crime for polltical or other purposes,
8. Provide assurances to vfctims that ihe criminal prosecutors who Rigate on behalf of the People of the State of
California and who are the primary sources of support and guidance to, and the sole courtroom voices of, victims of crime,
are hlghiy competent, ethical, non-conflicted, victim-sensitive, and respected career representatives of the People.
9, Ensure that the sentences and punishments individually imposed by judges on their criminal wrongdoers will be
carried out as ordered, and not be undermined by political ar economic pressures.

10. Secure justice far victims of crimes by enforcing the Victims Bill of Rights passed by California's voters in 1982.
SECTION 4.

Section 12 of Article I of the California Constitution is repealed.

SECTION 5.
SEC. 28. (a) The People of the State of California flnd and declare all of the following;
( f ) ~ C r h i n aactlv@
l
has a serlous impact on the cMzens ofCa//fomia. The n'ghfs of victims of crime and their
famil/es In crfininalpmsecutlans ere a subject of grave statewide concern.
(2) Victlms of crime are entitled to have the cnininsl justice system view criminal acts as serious threats to fh8 safety
and welfare of the people of Cal&mia. -The
enactment of comprehensive provisions and laws ensuring a bill of
rights for victlms of erlme, Including safeguards in the criminal justice system 4~ fully protecting those rights and ensuring
thaf crime victims are treated with respect end dignify, is a matter of -high
public importance,
California's victims of crime are largely dependent upon h e proper functioning of government, upon the criminal justice
system and upon the expedifious enfommenf of the rights of victims of crime described herein, in order to protect the
public safety and to secure justice when the public safety has been compromised by criminal acfiviiy.
.e
(3) The rights of victims pervade the criminal justice s . .
y
s
t
e
These @hts
include personally held and enforceablerights described in paragraphs (Ithrough
)
(17) of subdivlsfon(b).
(4) The rights of victims also include bmader shared collective rfghfshat are held in common wfib all of the People of
the State of California and thaf are enforceable through the enactment of laws and through goad-faith ehds and acbions
of California's electad, appointed, and publicly employed officials, These rights encompass the expecfatlon shared with all
of the people of California that persons who commit felonious acfs causing injury to innocent victims wilt be appraprlately
and thoroughly invesfigated, appropriately detained in custody, brought before the courts of Callfomia even d arrested
outside the state, trled by the courts in a timely manner, sentenced, and sufficiently punished so that the publlc safety is
protected and encouraged as a goal of highest importance.
(5) Victims of crime have a collecflveiyshared tight to expect that persons convicted of commitfing criminal acts are
suficiently punished in both the manner and the length o f the senfences Imposed by the muds of the State of California.
This right /ncIudes the dght to expect that the punitive and deferrent ehcf of custodial senfenms imposed by fhe coutts
wili not be undercut or diminished by fhe granting o f rlghts and privileges to prisoners that are not required by any
provision of the United States Consfifution or by the laws of this state to be granfed to any person incarcerated in a penal
or other c#stodfal facility in this state as a punjshmenf or comction for the commlsslon of a crime.
(6) Vlctims of crime are entitled to flnalFty in their cr(mIns1 cases. Lengfhy appeals and other post-judgment proceedings
fhat challgnge crimlnal convictions, frequent end difilcult parole hearings that threaten to release criminal offenders,and
fhe bngolng threat that the senfences of criminal wrongdoers wl//be reduced, prolong the sufferingof crime victims for
many years affer the cdmes themselves have been perpetrated. This prolonged suffering of crime victims and their
fam/liesmust come fo an end.
(7) &WkFi~ally,the People find and declam that the right to public safety extends to public and private primary,
elementary, junior high, and senior hlgh school, and community college, CelifamiaState Universify, University of
California, and private college and universify campuses, where students and staff have the right to be safe and secure in
their persons.
(8) To accomplish #e# the goals it is necessary that the laws of California relating to the criminai justice process be
amended in order to protect the legitimate rights of vicfims of crime.

.

a
,

(b) In order fo preserve and protect a victim's rights to justice and due process, a victim shall be entitfed to fhe following
righfs:
(7) To be treated with fairness and respect for his or her privacy and dignify, and to be free from intimidation,
harassment, and abuse, throughoul the criminal orjuvenile justice process.

(2) To be reasonably protected from the defendant and persans acfing on behalf of the defendant.
(3) To have the safety of the victim and the vlcfim's family considered in Pxing the amount of bail and release condltlons
for the defendant.
(4) To prevent the disclosure of confldenflal infomatian or recolds to the defendant, the defendant's attorney, or any
other person acting on behalf of the defendant, which could be used to locate or harass the vlcffmor the vicffm's family or
which dlsclose confidentid communicsti~nsmade in fhe course of medical or counseling treatment, or which are
otherwise ptiwileged or confidential by law.
(5) To refuse an interview, deposlflon, or discovety request by the defendant, the defendant's attorney, or any other
person acting on behalf ofthe defendant, and to set reasonable conditions on the conduct of any such Interview to which
fhe vlctlm consents.
(6) To masanable noflee of and to reasonably confer with fhe prosecuting agency, upon request, regapdmg, the amsf of
the defendant if known by the prosecutor, the charges filed, the determination whether fa extradlfe the defendant, and,
upon mquest, ta be notlfled of and Informed before any prefrlal disposition of the case.
(7) To reasonable notice of all public proceedings, including delinquency proceedings, upon request, a f which the
defendant and the prosecutor are entitled to be present and of all parole or other posf-conviction #lease proceedings, and
fo ba pmsent at ail such proceedings.
(8) To be heard, upon request, af any proceeding, including any delinquency proceeding, in wlving e post-amst rebase
decision, plea, sentencing, postanviction release, or eny proceeding In which a right of the victim is at issue.
(9) To a speedy trial and 8 pmmpf and final conclusion of the case and any related postjudgment pmceedin~s.
(7 0) To provide informafion fo a probation depeflment official conducting a pre-sentence investigation concerning the
Impact of the offense on the victim end the victim's family prior to the sentencing of the defendant.
(1 1) To receive the pre-sentence reporf when available to the dekndant, except for those porfions made confidential by
law.
( I 2) To be informed, upon request, of the conviction, aenferlce, place and time of incarcerafion, or other disposition of
the defendant, the scheduled release date of the defendant, and the release of or the escape by the defendant from
custody.
(13) To Rrestitution.
(A) It is the unequivocal inhntion of the People of the State of California that all persons who suffer losses as a result of
criminal activity shall have the right to seek and secure restitution from the persons convicted of the crimes fer caushg the
losses they suffer.
(8)Restitution shall be ordered from the convicted paww wrongdoer In every case, regardless of'the sentence or
disposition imposed, in which a crime victim suffers a l
o
s
o
(C) All monetary payments, monies, and property collected h m any person who has been odered to make restitution
shall be firsf applied to pay the amounts ordered as resfflution to the vlctlm.
(f4) To the pmmpt refum of pmperty when no longer needed as evidence.
( I 5) To be informed of all parole procedures, to perficipafe in the parole process, to provide information to fhe perole
authorify to be cdnsldered before the parole o f the offender,and fo be notlfled, upon request, of the parole or other
mlease of the offtsnder.
(16) To have the sakty of the victlm, the victim's famliy, and the general pubk considered before any parole or other
posfjudgment miease decision is made.
(7 7) To be informed of the rlghts enumerated iry paragraphs ( I } through (1 6).
(c) (f) A vicflm, the retained attorney of a victim, a lawful representetive of the victim, or the prosecuting attorney upon
request of the victlm, may enforce the rlghts enumerated in subdivision (b)in any trial or appellate court with jurisdiction
over the case 8s s matter of right. The mud shaII act pmmpfly on such a request.
(2) This section does not create any cause of action for compensation or damages against the state, any political
subdivision ofthe state, any officer, employee, or egent of the state or of any of its political subdivisions, or any officer or
employee of the court
(dl The grenting of these righfs to victims shall not be construed to deny or disparage other #ghfs possessed by vicfims.
The court in its discrefion may exfend the right Lo be heard at sentencing to any person harmed by the defendant. The
parole authority shall extend the n$ht to be head at a parole hearing to any person harmed by the offender.
(el As used in this section, a 'victim" is a person who suffers direct or threatened physical, psycholo~ical,or financial
harm as a result of the commission or attempted commission of a crime or delinquent act. The term Victim" also includes
the person's spouse, parents, children, siblings, or guardian, and includes a lawful repres~ntativeof a crime victim who is

deceased, a minor, or physically or psychologically incapacitated. The term "victim" does not include a person In custody
for an offense,the accused, or a person whom the court finds would not acf h the besf interests ofa minor victim.
(0In addition to the enumerated rights provided In subdivision (b) fhat are personally enforceable by victims 8s provided
in subdivision (c), victims of crime have additional tights that are shared with all of the People o f fhe Sfete of Celifornla.
These coilecflveIyheld rights Ifnclude, but are not limited to, the foilowhg:
(1) Right to Safe Schools. All students and staff of public primary, elementary, junior high, and senior high schools, and
comrnunhy colleges, colleges, end onlversIties have the Inalienable right to attend campuses which are safe, secure and
peaceful.
(Qf (2) Right to Truth-in-Evidence. Except as provided by statute hereafter enacted by a two-thirds vote of the
menibership in each house of the Legislature, relevant evldenee shall not be excluded In any criminal proceeding,
Including pretrial and post convlctlon motions and hearings, or In any trial or hearing of a Iuvenile for a criminal offense,

A

whether heard In juvenile or adult court. Nothing In this sectlon shall affect any exisUng statutory rule of evidence relating
to privilege or hearsay, or Evidence Code Sections 352, 782 or 1103. NotRlng in this section shall affect any existing
statutory ar constltuttonal right of the press.
# (3) Public Safety Bail. A person may be released on bail by sufficient sureties, except for capltal crimes when the
facts are evident or the presumption great. Excessive bail may not be required. In setting, reducing or denying bail, the
Judgeor magistrate shall take into bonslderationthe protection of the public, the safety ofthe victim, the seriousness of
the offense charged, the prevlous criminal record of the defendant, and the probability of hls or her appearing at the trial
or hearing of the case. Public safety and the safety of the vlctim shall be the primary considerations,
A person may be released on his or her own recognizance in the court's discretion, subject to the same factors
considered In aettlng bail. However, na person charged with the commission of any serious felony shall be released on
his or her own recognizance.
Before any person arrested for a serious felony may be released on bail, a hearing may be held before the
magistrate orjudge, and the prosecuting attorney and the victim shall be given notice and reasonable opportunity to be
heard on the matter.
When a judge or magistrate grants or denies bail or release on a person's own recognizance,the reasons for that
decision shall be stated in the record and included in the court's minutes.
f9 (4) Use of Prior Convictions. Any prior felony conviction of any person in any criminal proceeding, whether adult or
juvenile, shall subsequently be used without limitation for purposes of impeachment or enhan~ementof sentence In any
criminal proceeding. When a prior felony conviction is an element of any felony offense,It shall be proven to the trier of
fact in open court.
(5) Tnrth in Senfencing. Sentences that are individually imposed upon convicted criminal wrongdoers based upon the
facts and ctkumstances surrounding their cases shall Be canJed out in compliance wlfA the courts' sentencjng orders, and
ghall not be substanfiallydimlnlshed by early releaso policles in fended to allsvhfe overcmwding In custodial faclIItles. The
legislative branch shall ensure ssufficienf funding to adequately house Inmates for the full ferns of their sentences, except
for statufod/yauthorized credfts which reduce those sentenass.
(6)Reform of the parole process. The current pmc.ess fbrparole hearings is excessive, parfleuiedy In cases in which
the defendant has been convicted of murder. The parole hearing process must be mformed for the benefit of crime
victlms.
(g) As used in thls artlcle, the term "serlousfelony" Is any crlme defined In Penal Code, Section I 192,7(c) or any
successor statufe.
SECTION 8.

Section 28.1 is added to Article 1 of the Callfomia Constitution to read:
Sec, 28.7. In addifion to the collective rights of victims of crime tha f are enumerated in subdivision (0of Section 28 of
Article I, the People of the State of Celifornia and the victims of crime are entitled fo the following collective n$hts:
(a) PuBIic Safety Own Recognizance Release. A person may be released on his or her own mcognizance in the
discretion of the court, subject to the same factors considered in setting bail. However, no person shall be released on
own recobnizance if any one ofthe foliowing cimrnst~ncesis true:
(1) The defendant is charged with the commission of a felony that is listed or described in subdivision (c) of Seciion

667.5;
(2) The defendant is chaged with the commission of a felony that is listed
1192.7;

or described in subdivision (c) of Section

(3) The defendant is charged with a felony that is alleged to have been commifted while the defendant was on parole
or probation; or
(4) The defendant is chaaed with a felony that is alleged to have been commiftedwhile the defendant was released
from custody on ball or on own recognizance on another offense.
{bJ High Pmsecirfon'al Standards. The statutes of thrs state shall promote and encourage the recruffmenfand retention
of highly qualified aftorneys to become career criminal prosecutors; shall mandate and facllitafe high training standards for
prosecufors, hfgh standards of prosecutofial e fhlcs,and prosecutor sensIthrDy to the needs and rlghts of crirne victims;
and shaM ensure that prosecutors are free from actual or apparent conflicts of interest in representing the People of the
Stab of Callfornla in handling the prasecutIan of fhs accused.
(c) Effective Government Enforcement of VMms' Rights. The criminaljustice sysbm shall mslntain an easily
accessed permanent record of vrcflms' requesfs far notiflcafion of and parflclpation in criminal proceedings in order to
effectuate the rights of victims to attend and be h e a d
(d} Apprapdate Case Dlsposlflans. Criminal wrangdoers shalt be suflclenflypunfshsd in order to deter future criminal

conduct

(e) lndependent P m i e Authodty, The State's parole authority shall bg independent and free fmm undue political and
eeonornfc influences and shall function in s victim-frfendly fashion.
SECTION 7.

Section 30 of Article I of the California Constitution is amended to read:
SEC. 30. (a) This Constitut[onshall not be construed by the courts to prohibit the joining of criminal cases as prescribed
by the Legislature or by the people through the initiative process.
(b) In order to protect victims and witnesses in criminal cases, hearsay evidence shall be admissible at preliminary
hearings, as prescribed by the Legislature or by the people through the initiative process.
(c) In order to provide for fair and speedy trials, discovery in criminal cases shall be reciprocal in nature, as prescribed
by the Legislature or by the people through the initiative process.
(d) In order to provide for fair and speedy resolution of postconviction petitions for relief, discovery in postcbnviction
habeas corpus proceedings shall be reciprocal in nature, as pms&bed by the Legislature or by the people through the
initiative process,

SECTION 8.
Section 12.1 is added to Artlcle H of the Callfomia Constitution to read:
Sec. 12.7. (a) Except as provided In subdlvlslon (b),no statute proposed to the electors by the Legislature or by
inhtive, and no statute enacted by the Legislature that defines, to fhe benefit of defendants, conduct subjeefto criminal
sanctions, or that reduces or abolishes the punishment far a criminnl act, or fhai creates a sentencing commission or
other entljr by any other name for the purpose of effecting reductions in senknees, shall have any effect upon any final
judgment of convlcffon which has already lmposed that punishment No flnaijudgrnenf Imposed as a sentence for
crimlnetl conduct shall be reduced or ellmininated by any such subsequent siafufe enacted by the Leglslafum.
(b) Nofhlng in this ssctlon shal be deemed to prohibit or llmlt the power ofthe Governor to grant a reprieve, padon, or
commutation after sentence of any person convicted of a crlminel ofinse, as provlded in subdivision (a) of Section 8 of
ArtlcIe V, to prohibit or llmif the power of the Legllsjafureor tho people by initiative or by legislative act to expand or modify
the powers of the Governor fo grant a reprieve, pardon, or commut~tionof the sentence to any person on an individual
bask, or to prohibit or limit the power of the Legislaturn or the people by initiative or by legislative act to modify the
standards and procedures for granting perole.
SECTION 9.
Section 8.1 is added to Article 1V of the California Constitution to read:
Ssc. 8, I. (a) Excepf as provided in subdivision (b),no bill enacted by the Legislature that redefines, to the benefit of
defendants, conduct subject to criminal sanctions, or that reduces or abolishes the punishmenf for a criminal act, or that
creates s senfencing commission or other entity by any other name for the purpose of effecting redudions in sentences,

shall have any effect upon any finaljudgmenf of conviction imposlnq that punishment, No final judgment imposed as a
sentence for crimlnal conduct shall be reduced or eliminated by any subsequent statute enacted by the Legislature.
(b) Nothing in this secfion shall be deemed to prohibft or l/m# the power of the Governor to extend n pardon to or to
commute or modify the sentence of any person convicted of a crlmlnal offense, to prohibit or limif the pdwer of the
Le~lsla
turn or the people by initiative or by legislative act to expand or modify the powers of the Governor to extend
pardon, commutation, or modification of the senfence to any person on an Indlv/dual basis, or to prohibit or limit the power
of the Legislature or the people by Initiafive or by Iegislative act to modify the standards end procedums for granting
parole.
C

SECTION 10.

Section 11 of Article VI of the ~ a ~ i f o r nConstitution
b
Is amended to read:
Except 8s provided In Section 12 of this Article, the Supreme Court has appellate 1urisdictianwhen
SEC. I1. (a)
judgment of death has been pronounced. With that exception, courts of appeal have appellate jurisdiction when superior
courts have orlginal JurisdictlanIn causes of a type within the appellate jurisdiction of the courts of appeal on June 30,
1995, and In other causes prescribed by statute. When appellate jurisdiction in civil causes is determined by the amount
in controversy, the Legislature may change the appellate jurlsdIction of the courts of appeal by changing the jurisdictional
amount in controversy.
(b) Except as provided In subdivlslon (a), the appellate division of the superior court has appellate jurisdiction in causes
prescribed by statute.
(c) The Legislature may permlt courts exercising appellate jurisdiction to take evidence end make findings of fact when
jury trial Is waived or not a matter of right.

Section 12 of Article VI of the California Constitution is amended to read:
SEC. d2. (a) The Supreme Court may, before decision, transfer to itself a cause in a court of appeal. It may, before
decision, transfer a cause, including a cause in which a judgment of death has been pronounced, notwithsfanding Sectlan
1 f of fhk Adicle, from itself to a court of appeal or from one court of appeal or division to another. The court to whlch a
cause is transferred has jurisdiction.
(b) The Supreme Court may review the decisjon of a court of appeal in any cause. The Supreme Coud shall have
exclusive appellatejuisdictian over a cause in whlch a Judgment of death has been pmnounced untll]urlsdictlon Is
transfemd to fhe court of appeal as provided herein.
a

.

. In any cause in which a judgment of deafh has been pronounced and
u
e to the court of sppeal, the SupMrne Court shell rsvktw the deckion
of the court of appeal. If fhe Supreme Court determines afferreview that the decision of the court of appeal confains no
error within the meaning of Section 13 of this ArtlcIe, the Supreme Court may summafly aMrm the judgment of the court
of appeal by published order. An odor summsn'ly ammlng thejudgment of the court of appeal shall be included in the
Ofnclal Reports and shall be deemed to be s decision in writing wifh reasons sfated wlfhin the meaning of Sectlon 14 of
this Arthie.
(d)
(1) Om/ atgument in the Supmme Court
shall not Be required as a preoondltlan to en oder by fhe Supreme Coud summarily afirming the judgment of the court of
appeal. However, the Supreme Court may grant oral argument upon review of a court of appeal judgment in a cause in
which death has been pronounced.
(2) The arder of the Supmme Court granting oreh argument in a cause in which death has been pronounced shall not
preclude the Supreme Court fmm issulng an order summadly affirming the judgment of the court of appeal, nor shall it
preclude the Supreme Courf from issuing a written opinion addressing those pert& of the decision of the court of appeal
the Supreme Court concludes ere necessary fo its decision.
(3) Any decision of the Supreme Court that reverses all or any portion o f tho judgment of the court of appeal in any
cause in which a judgment of death has been pronounced shall be preceded by oral argument and shall be by written
decision wifh oral argument.

i

-

'

(el Except as otherwise provided herein, and including a cause in which a judgment of death has been pronounced, the
Judicial Council shall pmvlde, by rules of court, for fhe time and pmcedure for fransfer and for revle w, including, But not
limlted to, provisions for the time and procedure for transfer wlfh instrvcfibns, for review of all or part of a decision, and far
remand in a cause In whlch review has been lmpmvjdenfly granted.
(f) (1) Not later than 30 days afterNovember 8,2008, the Supreme Courf shall defermhe and identify all causes
pending in the Supreme Court in which a judgment of deeth has been pronounced that are fully briefed es determined by
the Supreme Court.
(2) Not later than 120 days ai%r November 8,2008, fhe Supreme Court shall Identlfy by written order the causes
described In paragreph ( I ) in which the Supreme Court will retain appellatejurisdiction wifhout imnsfer to the court of
appeal. Any cause described in paragraph (7) in which the Supreme Coud does not retah appellate ]urlsdicfion by wrliten
otder shall be franshrred to the courf of nppeal.
(3) The Supreme Coud may in its discreflon transfer to the courf of appeal any other cause in which a judgment of
death has been pronounced fhat is pendlng In the Supmme Court as of November 8, 2008.
(4) In any cause In which a judgment of death has been pronounced and which comes wlthin the appellate jurisdicfhn

,

of the Supreme Courf afier November 8, 2008, the Supreme Coud shallpmvide by wribn order witbh 120 days'foll~wing
the completion of briefing whether the Supreme Court will retain appellate]urisdidion over fhe cause, or: whether the
Supreme Court wlll fransferthe cause to the court of appeal, The Supreme Court may, in its discretian, transfer to the
court of appeal any other cause pending in the Supreme Court In whichjudgment o fdeath has been pronounced prior to
the compleiYon of briefing in the Supreme Court
(g) In oro'er fo produce a balanced allocetion of causes in which a judgment of death has been pronounced and fo
prevent undue delay in the appellate resolution of those causes, the Supreme Court may transfer those causes among
the courfs of appeal without regard to the Iocafion of the superior court in which the judgment of death was pronounced.
The fransferof such causes shall not be limited to courfs of appeal within whose geographical jurisdicfion the judgmenf of
death was pronounced.
(h) In a// causes transferred by the Supreme Court to the courts of appeal, including causes in which a judgment of
death has been pronounced, publication of the written opinion of the wud of appeal shall be determined by mles of cow
prescribed by the Judicial Council.
SECTION 12.

Section 777 of the Evidence Code Is amended to read:
777. (a) Subject to subdivisions (b)
through (0,the court may exclude from the courtroom any wltness not at the
time under examlnation so that we#+the witness cannot hear or btherwlse learn the testimony of other witnesses.
(b) A party to the action ma~4
shall not be excluded undsr thls section.
(c) If a person other than a natural person Is a party to the action, an offlcer or employee designated by Its attorney is
entitled to be present.
(d) The court shall not exclude from any criminal proceeding, including, but not limited fo, the penally phase of a
speclal clrcumsfances trial, 8 non-tesflfylng victim or immsdiafe family member of a victim, except for good cause based
upon unusual and extraordinary circumstances. No order excluding that person from fhe proceedings shall be made and
entered except in compliance with the procedures of subdivision (g).
(e) Afier e victlm or an immedlate family member of the victim has testified in e crimlnal proceeding, the court shall lift
the order excluding fhat perm. That person shall themafier be allowed fo be present at all subsequent proceedings
whem the defendant, the prosecuting aitomey, and the public are allowed to be present.
( If, foIlowing the testimony of fhe victim or an immediate family member of the victim, fhe defendantmoves that the
victim or immediate family member continue to be excluded from the proceeding, end the court determines that further
testimony from fhat person Is or might be sought by either party, fhe court shell immediately intemp t the proceedings to
allow that person b complete his or her testimony, subject to cmss-examination. The victim or immediate family member
shall thereaffer be allowed to be present at all subsequent prvceedings, even i f tha t person is excused subject to recall,
(g) if, once a victim or an immediate family member of fhe victim has completed his or her testimony, whether or not
subject to recall, for any mason the court seeks to exercise its inherent authority to ensure the orderly administration of
justice by excluding the victim or an immediate family rnember of the victim from the proceeding the coud shall conduct a
hearing outside the presence of the jury. Any order thereafter entered excluding that person from the pro~eedingsshall
be made in writing on the record, and entered into the minufes of the court,-and shall state the unusual and extraordinary
circurnsfances fhat require exclusion of fhat person and the reasons why no steps short of exclusion would be'sufficient to

.

ensure the orden'y administration of]t,gitice. The oder shall be expedltfouslydelfvemd to the vjcilm or to fhe immediafe
family member excluded.
(hJ A victim OF an immediate family member shall be allowed to request the courf's reconsldemfion of an order Issued
pursuant to this section exdudlng that person from a criminal proceedhg.
(I) It Is the intent of the People of the State of California In emending this section to provide strlct sf~ndardsand
procedures for courts fa fall0w when exerclslng the inherent powers of the courts under Section I of Article Vl of fhe
Califomla Constitution to control the proceedings to ensure the orderly adrnhhtmflon of]ustice.

SECTION 13.

Section 12838 of the Government Code is amended to read:
12838. (a) There is hereby created in state government the Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation, to be headed
by a secretary, who shall be appointed by the Governor, subject to Senate confirmation, and shall serve at the pleasure of
the Governor. The Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation shall consist of Adult Operations, Adult Programs,
Juvenile Justice, the Corrections Standards Authority, ht-e
State Commission on Juvenile
Justlee, the Prison Industry Authorlty, and the Prison Indusky Board.
(b) The Governor, upon recommendation of the secretary, may appoint two undersecretaries of the Department of
Corrections and Rehabilitation, subject to Senate confirmation. The undersecretaries shall hold office at the pleasure of
the Governor. One undersecretary shall oversee program support aria the other undersecretary shall oversee program
operations for the department.
(c) The Governor, upon recommendation of the secretary, shall appoint three chief deputy secretaries, subject to Senate
confirmation, who shall hold office at the pleasure of the Governor. One chief deputy secretary shall oversee adult
operations, one chief deputy secretary shall oversee adult programs, and one chlef deputy secretary shall oversee
juvenile justice for the deparbnent.
(d) The Governor, upon recommendation of the secretary, shall appoint an assistant secretary, subject to Senate
confirmation, who shall be responsible for health care policy for the department, and shall serve at the pleasure of the
Governor.
(e) The Governor, upon recommendation of the secretary, shall appolnt an Assistant Secretary for Victim and Survivor
Rights and Services, and an Assistant Secretary far Comctlonal Safety, who shall serve at the pleasure of the Governor.

SECTION 14.

Section 12838.4 of the Government Code is repealed.

SECTION 15.
Article 15 (commencingwith Section 12840) is added to Chapter Iof Part 2.5 ,of Division 3 of Title 2 of the Government
Code to read:
Arfiele 15. Deparfment of Parole.
12840. (a) There is hereby created in state government the Depadment of Parole, to be headed by a secretary, who
shall be ~ppointedby and serve at the pleasure of the Governor, and who shall not be subject to confirmation by the
Senate. The Department of Parole shall be comprised of two separate agencies, fhe Board of Adult Parole Hearings and
the Board of Juvenile Parole.
(b) The Governor, upon recommendation of the secretary, shall appoint iwo undersecmtaries of the Department of
Parole. The undersecretaries shall hold office af the pleasure of the Governor and shall not be subject to confirmationby

the Senate. One undersecretaly shall oversee the Board of Adult Parale HeatVnlngs, and the other undersecrefary shall
oversee fhe Board of Juvenile Parole.
(c) The Board of Adult Parole Hearhgs shall Be comprised of not less than 12 commisslbners, who shall be appointed
by and serve at the pleasure of the Gavemor, in cansuffetion wlfh the secretmy and the undersecretary of the Board of
Adult Parole Hearings, for thres-year terms, and who shall not be subject to confirmation by the Senate.
(dl (1) The Board of Adult Parole Hearings hereby succeeds fa, and is vested wlth, 811 the powers, duties,
responslbllities, obligations, /la biljties, and jurisdiction of the fol/owlng entities which shall no longer exist: Board of Prison
Terms, Board of Parole Hean'ngs, and the Narcotic Addlct Evaluaffon Authority. For purposes of this srflcle, the above
entities shall be known as "predecessorentifiles."
(2) Commencing with the effective date of fhls article, any reference in any code to the Board of Prison Terms, the
Board of Pamle Hearlngs, or the Narcotic Addlct Evaluation Authority, shall be construed to refer to the Board of Adult
Parole Hearings,
(e) Notwiihstanding any other provision of law, the Board of Adult Parole HeaHngs or its successor-in-interestshell be
the parole authority for all adult Inmetes in any facility under the Jurisdiction of the Department of Corrections end
Reha&il'tat/onin the state of California, shall conduct parole promedings a s provided in Ariicle 3 of Chapter 8 of Title I of
Pert 3 of the Penal Code, and shall be independent of the supervision and control of the Department of Corrections and
Rehebilifatlon and the Boerd of Juvenile Parole.
(0 The Board of Juvenile Parole shall be comprised of not less than five commissioners, who shall be appointed by and
serve et the pleasure of the Governor, in consultation with the secretary and the undersecretary of the Board of Juvenile
Pamle, for three-year terms, and who shall not be subject to confirmation by the Senate.
(g) (1) The Board of Juvenile Parole hemby succqeds to, and is vested with, all the powers, d ~ i j 8respansibiIiiies,
~,
obligetions, liabilities, and jurisdiction of the followrirg entities which she1 no longer exist: Youthful Ofender Parole Board,
the Division of Juvenile Parole Operations, and the Juvenile Justice Parole Board, For purposes of this article, the above
entities she1 be known as "predecessor entities."
(2) Ccmmencing with the effectivedate of this article, any mference in any code to the Youth Authority Board, the
Youthful Offender Parole Board, fhe Division of Juvenile Parole Operations, or the Juvenile Justice Parole Board, shall be
construed to refer to the Board of Juvenile Parole.
(h) Notwithstanding any ofher provision of law, the Board of Juvenlle Parole or Ifssuccessor-Jn-interestshell be the
parole authority for all wards in any facilHy under the jurisdIcfion of the Department of Comctions and Rehabilltaflon,
DTwWon of Juvenile FadIlties, and shall be independent of the supentlslon and cantml of the d~parfmentof Correctjons
and Rehabilitation and the Boatd of Adult Pamle Hearlngs.
(i) The commissioners of the Board of Aduh Parole Hearings and the commissioners of fhe Board of Juvenile Parale
shall be euthonied io rneef on any subled and for any putpose wbh the Governor or his or her designee, and shall be
authodzed to meef whh each other for purposes of tmlnlng and educa~on,wlfhautbeing mqulred f6 comply with fhe
pravlslons of AHde 9 of Chapter 1 of Pad I of Divislon 3 of Tltle 2. To enabls the Governor to make informed
deferminations on reappoinfment of commlsslonars, the secrefary shall annually provide to the Governor a wmen report
including individual and statistical Infometian that s h d Indude post-miease criminal conduct of juvenile and adult
parolees and which shall be a public record,
0) ( I ) No elected or appointed public omcia1 shall attempt to Influence or interfare with any decision of the Board of
Adulf Parole Hearings or the Board of Juvenlle Parole regadlng the parole or the denial of parole of any mmete under the
jurisdiction of the Board of Adult Parole Hearings or any ward under the jurisdiction of the Board of Juvenile Parole.
(2) Notwithsfanding paragraph (I),nothing in this section shall be construed to limit the right of the prosecuting attorney
or any other elected or appointed public officialfo provide a written communication to the B a a d of Adult Parole Hearings
or the Boerd of Juvenlle Parole, or to provide a w m n , recorded, or oral communication to the board et a parole heering
whlch expresses the views of the prosecuting attorney or the other elected or appointed public official whether the board
should granf parole to the inmate or to the ward. All such communications shall be considered public records that are
provided to the prosecuting attorney end the inmate or the w a d for purposes of the parole heanng.
(k) Nothing in this section shall be consfwed to change or restrict the powers of the Governor set fodh in subdivision (b)
of Section 8 of Article V of the California Constitution regarding the parole of any person from any institution or facility in
lthe state of California.
12840,.1.(a) Any officer or employee of the predecessor entities who is engaged in fhs performance of a function
specified in this Article and who is serving in the state civil service, other fhan as a temporary employee, shall be
transferred to the Department of Parole pursuant to h e provisions of Section i9050.9.
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(b) Any officer or employee of the continuing entities who is engaged in the performance of a function specified in this
article and who is serving in fhe state civil sentice, ofher than as a temporary employee, shall maintain such status wilh
the continuing entity pursuant to the provisions of Section 19050.9.
(c) The status, position, and rights of any officer or employee o f fhe predecessor entities shad not be affected by fhe
transfer and shall be retained by the person as an officer or employee of the Department of Parole, pursuant to the State
Civil Service Act (Pati 2 [commencing with Section 785001 o f Division 5 o f Tifie 2 of the Government Code), except as fo a
position that is exempt from civil service.
SECTION 16.
Section 4453.1 Is added to Chapter Iof Part 2 of Division 4 of the tabot Code to read:

4453.1. (a) It Is the intent of the People of the State of California in enacting this section fo facilitate the rights of vicfims
of crime as described in subdivision (a) of Section 6 79.028 of the Penal Code by enabling fhe sheriff fo ufilizesentenced
inmates for environmental cleanup, fire abatement, and any other public safety or environmentally friendly work projects
approved by fhe sheriff. This section is enacfed to enable the sheriff to alleviate jail overcrowding and the eady release of
senfenced Inmates of the county jail, and to make incarceration a meaningful deterrent by utilizing sentenced inmates for
work projects described herein without running afoul o f laws reguiafing workers' compensation.
(b) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, for purposes o f determining workers' compensation or temporary
disability benefits for any person entitled to benefits under this division as a resun of an injury sustainad by an inmato of
any county jail, temporary jail. industrial farm, road camp, treatment facility, or city jail, or by an inmate assigned to a workrelease program under Section 4024.2 of the Penal Code, the average weekly earnings shall be faken af the minimum
amount set forth in Section 4453 or the actual weekly wages lost due to disability resulting from the injury, whichever is
less.
(c) Nohvithstanding any other provision of law, no person shall receive workers' compensation or temporary disability
benefits while incarcerated in any institution in this state as punishment for or as a result of fhe commission of a criminal
act. The standards and procedures set forfh in Section 3370 shall govern all applications for workers' compensation and
temporary disabilifybenefifs under this section.
SECTION 17.
Section 679.02 of the Penal Code is amended to read:

679.02.(a) ( I )It is the intent of the People of the State of California in amending this secfion to provide a single stafutory
enactment which states f
the statutory rights of victims of and witnesses e#to

crimes i .
(2) H any other statute provides rights to victims of crimes that are intentionally or inadverfently nof listed in this secfion,
it is the intent ofthe People that the rights recognized in this section shall he in addition fo the rights provided in any other
section of this Code. Ifthis section does not accurately or fully describe a right of victims of crimes as provided in another
section of this Code, the description of the right in the other section shall be deemed to prevail.
(b) The fo//orvingare hereby recognized as the statutory rights o f victims of crimes:
(1) To be notified as soon as feasible that a court proceeding to which he or she has been subpoenaed as a witness will
not proceed as scheduled, provided the prosecutlng attorney determines that the witness' attendance is not required.
(2)Upon request of the victim or a witness, to be informed by the prosecuting attorney of the final disposition of the case,
as provided by Section 11116.10.
(3) For the victim, the victim's parents or guardian if the victim is a minor, or the next of kin o f the victim if the victim has
dled, to be notified of all sentencing proceedings, including pefitions or requests for sentence modification, and of the right
to appear, to reasonably express his or her views, have those views preserved by audio or video or written means, at the
discretion of the victim or the next ofkin, as provided in Section 1191-16, and to have the court consider his or her
statements, as provided by Sections I l Q 1 . . 1 and 1191-15.
(4) For the victim, the victim's parents or guardian if the victim is a minor, or the next of kin of the victim if the victim has
died, to be notified of all juvenile disposition hearings in which the alleged act would have been a felony if committed by
an adult, and of the right to attend and to express his or her views, as provided by Section 656.2 of the Welfare and
Institutions Code.
(5) Upon request by the victim or the next of kin of the victim if the victim has died, to be notified of any parole eligibility
hearing and of the right to appear, either personally as provided by Section 3043 of this code, or by other means as

provided by Sections 3043.2and 3043.25 of this code, to reasonably express his or her views, and to have hls or her
statements considered, as provided by Sectlon 3041,3041.5, 3043, 3043.2, 3043.4, 3043.8, end 3043.7 of this code and
by Sectlon 1767 of the Welfare and lnstltutlons Code.
(6) Upon request by the victlm or the next of kin of the victlm if the crime was a homicide, to be notifled of an inmate's
placement in a reentry or work furlough program, notified of an Inmafe's transfer to a new facility or instltutlon, or notlfied
of the inmate's escape as provided by Section 11155.
(7) To be notifled that he or she may be entitled to wltness fees and mileage, as provlded by Sectlon 1329.1.
(8) For the victlm to recelve restitution far losses or injuries suffered frdm persans convicted of or adludicated to heve
cammlited crimes or offenses, to be provlded with Information, expedited process, and tools necessary to collect
restitution, as provided In Secthn 1191.4, and to be provided with Information concerning the victim's right to civil recovery
and the opportunity to be compensated from the Restitution Fund pursuant to Chapter 5 (cornrnancing with Section
13958) of Part 4 of Dlvision 3 of Title 2 of the Government Code and Section 1191.2 of tRIs code.
(9) To the expeditious rehim of his or her property whlch has allegedly been stolen or embezzled, when it is no longer
needed as evldence, as provided by Chapter 12 (commencing with Section 1407) and Chapter 13 (commencingwlth
Section 1417) of TItle 10 of Part 2.
(10) To an expeditious dlsposltlon of the criminal action, and to an expeditious resolution ofposfJudgmentproceedings,
as provided In Sections f 054.8 and 14 74.5,
(11) To be notified, if applicable, In accordance with Sections 879.03 and 3058.8 if the defendant Is to be placed on
parole.
(j2) To be notified by the district attorney's offlce where the case involves a violent felony, as defined in subdivision (c) of
Section 667.5, or in the event of a homicide, the victim's next of kin, of e pending pretrial disposition before a change of
plea is entered before a judge.
(A) A victim of any felony may request to be notified by the district attorney's ofice of a preb-ial disposition.
(6) If it is not possible to notify the victim of the pretrial disposition before the change of plea is entered, the disbict
attorney's office or the county probation department shall notify the victim as soon as possible.
(C) The victim may be notified by any reasonable means available.
subdivision is intended to affect the right of the people and the defendant to an expeditious
(D) Nothing in this
disposition as provided in Section 1050.
(13) To be notified by the district attorney's oMc8 in any case in which a plea agmemenf is entered hto fo enable the
victim to have an opportunity to speak to the sentencing court prior to judgment and sentence, as provlded by Section
1192.51.

(f4) To attend and be present at all public court proceedings whew the defendant and the prosecuting attorney are
e n W d fa be present, as provided in Secflon i 702.6 8nd Ssction 777 o f the Evidence Code.
(I 5) To be notifled of and be given an opporfun& to have Input Inta the &ease of the defendanf on bail or own
kcdgnlzance, and to have Als or her safety and the safetyof his or her immedlete famlly given a pHmaw condderaflon In
the release of the defendant on baD or own recognfmnce, as provided In Sections 1270, 1270.f , 7272, 1272.1, 1274,
7274.5, end 1275.
(16) To heve law enfofcementauthorit~esmake reasonable efforts to ensure that persons who commit criminal acts are
bmughf before the caurfs of fhls sfate,as pmvfded In Sectlon 1546.
(I
7) To the enactment ofstatutes fhaf promote and encoumge the recruitment and retention of highly qualMed
attorneys to become career crlmrnal prosecutors, that mandate and facilitate high levels of training of these prosecutors,
that promote high standards of prosecutorla1 ethics and sensitlvlty to the needs and rights of crime vicfims,and iha t
ensure that the prosecutor is h e from aefual or appamnt conflicts of interest in representing the People of the State of
Califomla in handllng the prosecution of the accused, as provlded in Sections 899.023, 67Q.024, and 679,025.
(18) To be notified of the earliest release date, scheduled release date, and the actual #lease of the defendant from a
sentence or commitment to an institution In this state arising out of a criminal proceeding, as provided in Section 1192.52.
+&j(19) For the victim, to be notlfied by the district attorney's office of the right to request, upon a form provided by the
(201, if the defendant is convicted of any of the
district attorney's office, and receive a notice pursuant to paragraph
foltowing offenses:
(A) Assault with intent to commit raps, sodomy, oral copulation, or any violation of Section 264.1,288, or 289, in violation
of Section 220.
(8) A violation of Section 207 or 209 committed with the intent to commit a violation of Section 26I1262,286,288,288a,
or 289.
(C) Rape, in violation of Section 261.
(D) Oral copulation, in violation of Section 288a.
(E) Sodomy, in violation of Section 286.

(F) A vi'olation of Section 288.
(G) A violation of Sectlon 289.
(20) When a victim has requested natificatlon pursuant to paragraph W (19), the sheriff shalt inform the victim
that the person who was convicted of the offense has been ordered to be placed on probatlon, and give the vlctim notice
of the proposed date upon which the person will be released from the custody of the sheriff.
(21) To be protected from exploitation by public oflcIals of their persons, their families, and the facts sumundlng their
cases, as provided in Section 679.02 I .
(22) To be Informed of the rights of crlme victims enumerated h the Califarnla Constlfution and in the sfatufes of thls
State, as pmvided In Section $79.026
(c) Unless explicitly stated to the contmry, the term Victimu8s used In any provision of thls Code shall have the same
meaning as prodded in subdlvlslon (e) of Sectlon 28 of Arficle i of fhe Calffomla ConstlCution.
(d) (1) The terms 'loss"and "in]uV as used in any provision of thls Code releting fq restitution to a vlctim of crime shall
be broadly construed to Include any economic loss, including, but not limited to, medical, dental, psychiatric, and
chimpractic expenses, repairs to real propem, rapiplacement of or mpairs to personal property, Insurance deductlbles, lost
wages, and any other loss as deflned In any other pmvlsion of thls Code. The ferns *lass" and "h/utyWshall not be
construed to include pain and suffedng.
(2) In the case of a homicide or other Mminal act ~auslngthe death of a vlcflm, h e probation ofneer shall not& the
next of kln, administmtor of the estate, or any Immediate femlly member of the vidim, of the righf to seek msfitution for the
estate of fie decedent In addition to any economic loss described in paragraph (I),the court shell award mstitufIan for
Iosf wages of fhe decedent calculated from actuarial tables and a reasonablejudicial calcul~tjonof the expected annual
income of the decedent over the period of the life expectancy of the decedent Restitution, as determined by the court,
shall be ordered in fevor of the decedent's estate.
(d) The rights set forth in subdivision IP) (6)shall be set forth in the information and educational materials prepared
pursuant to Section A3897.4. The information and educational materials shall be distributed to local law enforcement
agencies and I a a l vict~ms'programs by the Victimsi Legal Resource Center established pursuant to Chapter 11
(commencing with Section 13897) of Title 6 of Part 4.
0 (8) Local law enforcement agencies shall make available copies of the materials described in subdivision @ (dl to
victims and witnesses.
@) (19 Nothing in this section is intended to affect the rights and servlces provided to vi~timsand witnesses by the local
assistance centers for victims and witnesses.
SECTION 18.

Section 879.021 is added to Title 17 of Part Iof the Penal Code to read:
679.021, (a) It is the intent of the People of the State of California in enactYng th/s sectlon to preserve and protect the
rights of victims of crlme and their famllles enumerated In paragmph (2) of subdivislan (4 of Section 28 of Article I of fhe
California Consfitution and paragraph (I)of subdivision (b) of Sectlon 28 of Article I of fhe Calffornk Constituflon, to be
treated wlfh mspect far thelr dlgnfly and Brlvacy and to b8 free fmm intlmldafian, harassment and abuse at any time during
or following the conclusion of the criminal process.
(6)(1) No person, whlle seeklng public oHce or while serving in a public oflee, may vialate the prhrecy of or abuse a
victlm of crlme, or any member of the famlly of a victim o f crfme, by using the facts and circumstances surrounding the
crime and lfsprosecution for the purpose of electlan or appolntmenf fo public ofice, withaut the prior express consent of
the victim or the family of the vlctlm.
(2) No person, while seeWng public omce or while senrlng In s public office, may vlolate the privacy of or abuse a victim
of crime, or any member of the famlly of a vktim of cdrne, by posting In any campaign publication the name, image, or
voice of any victim of crime, or of any member of the hmlly of any victim of crime, without the prior expmss wnsent of
ihaf person.
(A) A publicatlan Includes, but is not Iimited Lo, any writlng, electronic website, and any television, radio, public
statement, or other media communication,
(8)The prohibition in this paragraph applies to publications issued by a person in his or her official capacity, private
capacity, or as a candidate for public o f i e , and if applies to publications issued by another person at his or her direction
or with his or her consent.
(3) The name, image, or electronic recording of a victim of crime or any member of the family of a crime victim shall be
removed from a publication as defined herein within 48 hours a h r receipt of the request for removal.

(4) The right to request remova/ as speclfled In paragraph,(3) shaM be held by a juvenile victim of crime end also by the
custodial parent or guardran of fhejuvenile.
(5) The right to requesf removaj as specMed In paragraph (3) shall be held by the spouse, parenfs, children, or any
other next of kin of a homicide viefim.
(c) NofhIng h thls section shall be construed to abridge the n'ght of freedom of speech as protected by the First
Amendment to the United States Constitution. Should the courts consfrue the Flrst Amendment to the United States
Constitution to permit ihe publication uf matter prohibited by paragraph (2) of subdivision (b), the vicfim, a member of the
family ofthe victim, or other person designated In paragraphs (4) and (5) of subdivision (6) shall have the right to be
pmvlded with equal time or space in ths publication at the expense of the candid8 fe.
(d) Consent to publication of any matter described In paragraph (2) of subdivision (6) shall be obterlned In wrltlng, shall
be signed and dafed by the person granting consent, and the w m n document of consent shall be malnf~inedand
considered a public record within the meanlng of the Califomla Public Records Act, Government Code section 6250 et
ssq. The written documenf of consent shall banfain a description of any compensafion paid or granfed in return for the
consenf to the publlcailon of any matter descrlked in peragmph (2) of subdlvlsfon (b).
(el As used in fAls sectlonl a public officialis defined as any elected or appointed government oflclal, any person who is
a candidate far political offlm, or any person who is seeking appointment to a political office. A public official shall
include, but is not limited to, statewide oflcers, members of the Sfate Legislature, members of the county board of
supervisors, county shen'ffsI district etfomeys, end city attorneys.
(0 Not withstanding any other pmvislon of law granting immunity to a public official for his or her official acts, a public
o f f i c i ~who
l fails fo remove published eontent as defined in this section when requested fo do so as provided herein, or
who fails to pmvide equal time or space as provided hemin, shall be subject to a civil action for damages.
(g-)Except as provided in subdivision (0,nothing in this section shall be consfrued to create or authoize additional civil
liability for conduct prohibited pursuant to subdivision (6).
SECTION 18.

Section 679.022 is added to Title 17 of Part 1 of the Penal Code to read:
679.022. (a) If is the intent of the People of the State of California In enacting this section to preserve and protect the
rights of victims of crime and thek families enumerated In paragraph (6) o!subdivision (bJ of Section 28 of Article / ofthe
California Constitution, to be informed about and to appropdately participate in/udlcial proceedings involving their
wrongdoers and to be informed of and to have opportunity fa pmvIde input into decisions of the pmsecuflng attorney
concerning the filing of crim;nal chages against the accused.
(6) A vicflm of a crlme shall, upon requesfl have the dght to meet with a criminal prosecutor regarding the filing of
charges arfslng out of fhe case lnvoMng the victim. The defectiveassigned to lnvestlgafe the case, or the filing omcer of
the investigating agency, shall, upon request, notify the vidm of h a fllng declsion no later than 72 hours fo/lowing thet
filing decision. If the prosecutor has decllned ta fflecharges, the vicflmshall be informed of hls or her tight fa meet wlfh
and be heard by the proseculor who actually made the decislon to decline fo file charges, shd fo requesf a
reconsldemtlan by that prasecutor or of the ofilce of fhat pmsecufor of the filing decision. In every ease involving an
alleged homicide or alleged sexual abuse of a minor in which a crlmlnai prosecutor declfnes fo file charges, the elected or
appointed disfricf attorney shall make good-faith, reesanable efforts to meet wlfh fhe next OF kin of the decedent, or the
parents or guardians of the chlld, if requested fo do so by the next of kin, parenfs, or guadians.
SECTION 20.
Section 679.023 Is added to Tltle 17 of Part t of the Penal Code to read:

878.023.,(a) It is the Intent of the People of the Stafe of Califomiein enacting this section to preserve and protect fhe
rights of victims of crime and their families enumerated in subdivision (a) of Section 28.7 of Article I of the California
Constitution, So the enactment of statutes fhat ensure that the prosecufvr is free from actual conflicts of interest and fhe
appeatance of conflicts of interest in representing the People of the Stefe of California in hendling the prosecution of the
accused.
(6) No candidate for the ofice of distict atfomey or city attorney may knowingly receive or solicit a gift, donation,
campaign confribution, service, use of real or personal propefiyl or any other thing or service of value, from any criminal
defendant, criminal defense afforney, 0 r . h immediate family, employees, or business parfners ofa criminal defendant or
criminal defense attorney, during the time that the criminal defendant or the criminal defense afforney is litigating a

prosecution flied by the olirce of that crfminal prosecutor. This provlslon shall be construed to prohibit the personal recejpf
or solicitafion of items listed herein, direct or indlred solicltatian efforts on behalf of another person or organlzation, and
the solicitation or receipt of a promise of future receipt of items listed hemln. Conduct pmhlbked by this section may be
prosecuted as a criminal offense as provided In this Code.
(c) Any person described in subdivision (b) who receives and accepts any ifem of value from any person desctlbed In
subdivlsian (b) shall Include in any campaign publicatlan, as described in paragraph 2 of subdivislon (b) of Sectian
679.02 1, a disclaimer printed or spoken in equally pmmlnenl language, stating that the candidacy of the person is
"supported and funded by crlmCnal defense ettam~ysand/or crlmlnal defendants. "

SECTION 21.

Section 870.024 Is added to Tltle 17 of Part Iof the Penal Code to read:
879,024, (a) If is the intent of the People of the State of California In enacting this section to facilitete and support the
right of victims of crlme specifled In subdlvlsion (4 of Secfian 28.1 of Arficle 1 of the California Constifulion, fo the
enactment of legislation that promotes and encourages the recruitment and retention of highly quelifled atfurneys to
become career crimlnal prosecutors, that mendates and hciiItates high levels of trelning of these prosecutors, and that
promotes high sfandards of prosecutorhi ethlcs and sensitivity to the needs and rights of wime vfctrms in representing the
People of fhe State of California in handling the prosecution of the accused.
(6) hrofwifhsfandingeny ofher provision of law, every county and every ofice of the district attorney Iocated fherern,
shall adhem to the following s t ~ n d ~ r dfors deputy and sssisfant criminal prosecutors appointed pursuant to Section 24 107

-

of the Government Code:
( I )(A) Elected and appointed distrid attorneys and their assistanfs and deputies, hereafferdescribed as "cifminal
pmsecufors," shall, during each two-year period, as a requirement of continued employment, complete eight hours of
cuntinufng legal education provided by a "prosecutors college, as defined in subparagmph (C). Four hours of this
training shall be devoted to 'Nifong Training," training that focuses upon the important subject of prosecutorial ethics in
caws. Four hours of this training shali be devoted to training on the tights of crime victims in
prosecuting
criminal prosecutions set forth in the Victims Bill of Rights" enacted in 1982 by Proposition 8 and amended by this
'Victims' Rights and Protection Act of 2008," and sensltiv@ training that focuses on crime vfctfmsand fhe relationship
between the prosecufor and the m'me vlctlm In a ctiminai prosecution.
(8) Each county shall provide to Its crlminalprosecutors the opportun#yto obtaln and provide continuing legal
educatian speclflcally geared to prosecutors and designed to provide u n i h statewide training. Each cbunfy shall
provide or offer fa, or allow if requested, its crimlnal prosecutors no less than I6 hours of paid time away from work, or
compensatory time If completed on weekends, to aftendor to teach at eantinulng Iegai educatlan courses o f i r e d at a
"pmecutorscollege." Each county shall pmvide fa I t s cnininal pmsecutars reasonable and adequate time during
workrng hours or masonable and adequate compensatory time by its ctlmlnal prosecutors during non-worJEing hours, to
adequately study for pmmotlanal examinations and ta complete the conffnuing legal education described In fhls

paragraph.
(CJ For purposes of thls section e "pmsecufors collegeHIs defined as ed#C~f/ona/courses offered by any statewide
otg&nization of crlminal pmsecutor,~of which at least 80 percent of the elected and appointed disttict attorneys in
Califomle ere members or have been members over a pnbr fwo-year p e w , which are aufhorlzed providers of mandatory
continuing legal educaflon (MCLE) certified by the State Bar of Callfomia, and which are nonprofit organizetions under
paragtaph (6) of subdivislon (c) of Section 507 of fhe lnfernal Revenue Code.
(0The required continuing legal education described In subparagraph (A) shall be effective Janusry 1, 2070. Prior to
January I, 201 0,criminal prosecutors may comply with the mandated wntinuing legal education described in
subparagraph (A) by an online, video, or wn'ffen self study course developed by the prosecutors college at a fee not to
exceed that charged for in-person attendance.
(E) In the evenf there is no qualified provider capable and willing fo furnish the mandated ethics and victims' rights
training required by subparagraphs (A) or (51,the Attorney General shall ensure fhat the continuing legal education is
provided. The means by which the Afforney General shall meet this mandate shall be wifhin the discretion of the
Attorney General.
(F) The provisions of subparagraph (8)shall apply only to counfies of the first class.
(2) Each county shell pay a yearly membershm fee on behalf of each criminal prosecutor it employs to one provider of
continuing legal education as described in subparagraph (CJof paragraph (I), This membership fee shall not exceed 25
percent of the yearly dues paid by aitomays to the State Bar of California to practice law in California.

(3) Each county shall provide to ifs criminal prosecutors upon fheir request, through collective bargalnlng or othetwise,
health hsurance plans of the Publlc Employees Medical snd Hospbal Care Act (PEMHCA) ofered by CalPERS and shall
pay the same percentage of the premiums of such plans that fhe county paid for non-PEMHCA health insurance plans for
its cninlnal prosecufars as of January 1, 2007. If in the inltlal year af transfer to PEMHCA health lnsumnce plans the cost
of the county's subsidy of PEMHCA health insurance plan premiums exceeds the cost of the county's same percentage
subsidy of non-PEMHCA health insurance plan premiums, the percentage of the premlum pald by the parflclpaffng
prosecutor shall be adjusted sa that no additional cost is incurred by the counfy, and the adjusted percentage shall be
edopted as the new county contrlbutlan for the ferm of the coverage.
(4) In any county that has estebllshed an office of the public defenderor Its equivalent, or en oMce of the county counsel

or its equivalent, depufy and assistant criminal prosecutors shall recelve salades and benaflts, lncludlng a retiremenf plan,

that are nof less, but may be greeter, than the salery and benefits paid, and pmmotlons to hlgher gredes thaf am at e rate
and In a proportion thaf Is not less than those in the offices of deputy and assistant public defenders and deputy and
assistant county counsel of comparableposMon and years of service in the county.
(5) Notwifhstanding the exclusion of efforneys end physicians from the Federal Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) or any
other pmvlslon of le w, unless deflned by heir employer and treekd as professional salaried employees, criminal
prosecutors shall be acceded the same protections of the rules and regulations of the Fair Labor Standards Act as
applied to employee groups who am protected by the rules and regulations of the Fair Labor Sfandards Act.
(8) Criminal prosecutors shall be pemiited to submit wMen documenfetion of actual hours worked during any trial,
preliminary examination, or for any other mason the hours worked affer normal court hours. Such written documentation
by e pmsecuforpursuanf fo this secfion shall be under penalty of perjury and shall eccurately documenf hours worked,
and shall include the number of hours requested as compensatory hours This written documentation shall be maintained
as e personnel mcod by the ofice of the prosecuting attorney. No managen'al policy or action shall seek to abridge the
provisions of fhis paragraph or to dissuade prosecutors from working the hours necesary to adequately prepare for trial
or preliminiry exarninetions or fmm effending a fler-hours court proceedings, nor shall any person seek to dissuade
prosecutors from submitting accurate written documentation of actual time worked or from seeking compensation as
provided herein.
{cJ ( I ) Except as provided in subparagrabh (5) of paragraph ( I ) and paragraph (2), the provisions of this section shall
also apply fo deputy and assistant criminal prosecutom hired by every city and the office of the city aftomey located
therein, other attorneys employed by a c l y or county who handle criminal matters, and their employers.
(2) Zxcept as provided in subparagraph (8) of paregraph ( I ) and paragraph (2), the provisions of this section shall also
apply to all depufy aftorneysgeneral employed by the State of California, and who handle the prosecution of criminal
cases at the tdal and appellate levels and related state and federal habeas carpus Iiiigation. Unbss ofhenvise
specifically provided in this sectjon, all obligations imposed upon counties wifh mspecf to their criminal pmecotors shall
also be imposed on the State of California with respect to such depufy afforneysgeneral. For the purpose of pamgmph
(4) of subdlvlslon (b), ~ b v a ncomparable
t
entitles shall Include, but shall not be limited to, the State Public Defender's
OffJce and the Habeas Corpus Resource Center.
(d) The provlskms of fhis section shall not be construed fa diminish orpsrmlt a mductlan In current salary and benefis
or other conditions of employment described in this section from levels that are gmafer than fhe minimum standards set
forth hereln at the effectbedate af this Act.
SECTION 22.

Section 679.025 Is added to Title 17 of Part 7 of the Penal Code to read:

679.025. (a) ( I ) It is the Intent of fhe People of the State of California in enacting this secfion to facilitateand support
fhe right of victims of crime specified in subdivision (a) of Sectlon 28.1 of Atilcle iof the Celifornia Constiiution, to the
enactment of legislation that promotes and encourages the recruitment and retention ofhighly qualified attorneys to
become career criminal prosecutors, that mandates and fawlilates high levels of training of these prosecutors, and thet
promotes high standards of prosecutorla1 ethics and sensitivity to the needs and rights of cime victims in representing the
People of the State of California in handling the prosecution of the accused.
(2) In enecfing this section the People of the State of California hereby ratifythe findings of the Legislature in Assembly
Bill 2023 [Stafs.2002,ch. I 1521 that the safefy and welfare of fhe people of California require fha t California's state and
local prosecutors be included in the safety retirement system in order to ensure that the highest quality attorneys be
attracted to, and retained in, these positions of public service, and in order to ensure that the administration of justice in
fhe California criminaljustice system is of the highest caliber and integrity.

(b) (7) Notwithstanding any other provisbn of law, evey local pmsecutar, as defined in Sectian 20423.8 of the
Government Code, shall be provided the benefit formula set foHh In SeMons 21362,Z W63, or 27383.1 of the
Government Code, as applicable. No majodty vote of the governing board of the contracting agency shall be required,
nor shall fhe contracting agency be required to lnclude lam1 public defenders or bcal public defender Investigators in
order to comply wlfh the provisions of this paragraph.
(2) Notwithsf~ndingany ofher provision of law, every local prosecutor, as deflned In Sectian 3 1469.2 of fhe Government
Code, shall be provided the benefit formula sef forth In Sections 31684 or 31 664.2 of the Government Code, as
applicable. No majority vote of the board of supen/isars shall be requimd, nor shall the county be requlred to Include
local publlc defenders or Iocal public defender investigators In order to comply with the pmvlslons of thls paragraph.
(3) Nofwlthsfanding any other provision of law, every Iocal pmseoufor, as deflned In Section 46311 of the Govemment
Code, shall be acoom'ed those pension benefits accorded to safety members under the mtlrement system of the clty. No
majority vote of the city council or board of supervisors shall be required, nor shall the city be requliwd to include local
public defenders or Iocal public defender Invesfigators, in oro'er to.comply wlfh the pmvlslons of this paragraph.
(4) Notwithsfanding any other provlslon of law, every local prosecutor, as defined in Section 53217.6 of the Government
Code, shall be accorded those pension benefis accorded to safety members of the applicable county shedfs departmenf
or the applicable police or fim depsflment of the public agency. No majotity vote o f the city council or board of
supervisors shell be required, nor shall the cify or cfty and county be mquired to rnciude local public defenders or local
publlc defender invesflgators in order to comply with the provisions of fhis paragraph.
(6) NotwMsfanding any other provision of k w, every state prosecutor, as defined in Section 20401.5 of the
Government Code, shall be prowded the benefifformula set forth in Section 21369,I of the Government Code. No
decision by the state employer electing to be subject to Section 20401.5 of the Government Code shall be required, nor
shell the state employer be required to include sfate public defenders, in order to comply with the provisions of this
paragraph.
(cJ The provisions of this secfion shall apply only to a local prosecutor or state prosecutor described in subdivision (b)
who meets all o ffhe following wquimments at the time of his or her retirement (1) The iocal or stafe prosecutor has performed not less fhan 25 actual full-fime years of service, and/or their part-time
equivalent, as a California locai or stqte prosecutor;
(2) The local or state prosecutor has performed not less than three actual full-time years of service, or fheirpwl-thn~
equivalent, as a California local or state prosecutor following the effecttve dafe of this section; and
(3) The locai or state prosecutor has contributed to his or her applicable safety retirement plan as a local or stafe
prosecutor for not less than eight actual years, or their parf-time equivalent, prior to his or her retirement.
(d) A local or state prosecutor may purchase up to flve years of the requirement set forth in paragmph (3) of subdivision
(c) by paying for fhose years at the same contribution rate as otherwise required for the local or stafe prosecutor's
contributions to his or her safety retirement plan.
(e) Notwithstandlng any ofher provision of thls sectlan, wlthln 90 days atbr thls section becomes opemtive, or on the
Arst day of the calendar monfh foIIowlng hls or her entrance into service, whichever 1s later, any local or sfate prosecutor
may file a w r b n elecflon not to became subjeci to the pension bene#s described in subdivislon (b).
SECTION 23.
Section 879.027 is added to Title 17 of Part 1 of the Penal Code to read:

See. 879.027. (a) It Is the Intent of the People of the Sfafeof California in enacting this section to Implement fhe dghfs of
victims of cdme established in paragraph (17) of subdivision (6)of Secfion 28 of Adicle I of the Cdlhmla Constifuflon to
be informed of fhe tights of crlme vlctlms enumerated in the Constitution and in fhe statutes of thls sfate.
(b) Every victlm of crhe has the n'ght to receive without cost or c h a w a list of the rfghfs of vidhs of crime
recognized in Sedan 28 of Attlcle I of the California Constltuflon, These tiQhts shall be permanently named aRer a victim
of a Celibmia homiclde selected by the Attorney General.
(el ( I ) Every law enforcement agency investigating a crfmlnal act and every agency prosecuting a criminal act
she//, as provided hetwh, at the time of initial eonfaef wlfh a crime victim, during Mow-up investigation, or as soon
fhereafleras deemed approprlate by Investigating offieem or prosecuting attorneys,provide or make available to each
vlctim of fhe criminal act without charge or cost a card described in paragraphs (3) and (4).
(2) The victim disclos~resrequired under fhis section shall be available to the pubiic af a state funded and
maintained websifeauthorized pursuanf to Penal Code Secfion 14260 lo be named after a victim of a California homicide,
(3) The Afiomey General shall design and make available in '!pd/"or ofherimaging format to every agency /isfed
in paragraph ( I ) a card named aff er a victim of a California homicide. This card shell contain the rights of crime victims

described in subdivision (b) ofSection 28 of Arficle I of the Callfomia Consh?utlon, ln formation on the means by which a
crime victim can access the web page descn'bed in paragraph (2), and a t o l l - f ~ etelephone number to enable a crlme
victim to contad a local victim's assistance ofice.
(4) Every law enfarcement agency which Investigates cdmlnal activity shall, if provided wlfAaut cost to the agency
by any organization classified as a nonprofit organlzatlon under paragraph (3) of subdlvisian (c) of Section 501 of the
lnfemal Revenue Code, make available and pmvlde fo every crime vlctlm a Victims' Surv/val and Resource Gulde"
pamphlet and/or video fhat has been approved by the Attorney General. The Vktims' Survlval and Resource Guide" and
video shall include an appmved card as described In paragraph (11, a list of government agencies, nonpmfif victims' rights
groups, support groups, and lami resoums that asslst crlme victims, and any other Information which the Attorney
General detennlnes mlght be helpful to victims of crime.
(5) Any agency described in pamgraph ( I ) may In ECs discretion design and distribute to each victim of e ctimlnal
act Its own VlctlmslSurvhral and Resource Guide and video, the contents of which have been approved by the Afforney
General, in addwon to or In lieu of the matedais described In paragraph (4). .
'

SECTION 23.1.
Sectlon 879.028 is added to Title q7 of Artlcle I of the Penal Code to read:
67g.028. (a) It is the intent of the People of the State of California in enacting fils section to ensure that the tfghfsof
vlctims, their families, and thelr next of kin to request notice of criminal proceedings and an oppoFtunity to appear and be
heard at such prow edings are meaningful rights by requiring that investigating agencies, prosecuting agencies, and
courfs to which such requests are directed maintain permanent records of those requests as specified in subdivision (c) of
Section 28.7 of AWde I of the California Constitution,
(b) Wherever it is provided in tha California Constitution or in fhis Code fhat a victim, an immediate family member of a
victim, or next of kin of a victim may mquest that an Jnvestig~tingagency, a prosecuting agency, or the court provide
notice of, an opportunity to appear at, or an opportuniiy to be heard at a public proceedi'ng, the agency or court shall make
a permanent record ofevery such request communicated to that agency or court to enable the agency or court to comply
with the notice requirement.
(c) The failure of the investigating agency, prosecuting agency, or court to pmvlde notice fo or opportunity for victims,
heir families, or their next of kin as required by the' Constitution or any provision of fhis code shall nof consfltufe g o d
cause for the defendant to move for a confinuance in the proceedings, nor shall such hilurs inure to the benetlt of the

defendant

SECTION 24.

Section 679.029 is added to Title I 7 of Artlcle 1 of the Penal Code to read:
679.029.(a) It is the intent of the People of the State of California in enacting this secfion to preserve and advance the

'

rights ofvldms of ctime specifled In paragraph (6) of subdivision (0of Sectlon 28 of Adicle 1 of the Callfomia Constitution
to expect that that the Legislafum, and other governing bodles that a@ responsible for ensuring fhat public safety budgefs,
will provide sufficient resources to house /n any sfateprfson, county ]&I, or other sfate or local comctidnal or rehabiiitdtion
facility, ail persons sentenced to those instltutlons or 0tA8t~/~eJ~dlClally
compelled to abide by llmItefions on fheir
freedoms as punishment for ctimlnal activity, so that sentences imposed upon criminal wrongdoers will not be fhwaded
by the prematum release of these /a wbreakers ceused by inadequate physical or personnel capacity to incarcerate them.
(b) in any county In which fho overcrowding of Inmates in the county jail has reached'crislslevels as defined in Section
4004-6, the pmvislons of thet section shall become operable.
(c) In order to address the problems of overcmwding and congested conditions in the criminal justice system and to
diminish their impact on the rights of crime vicfims, a pilot program, with implementation provisions, shell be established
pursuant to Section 4004.7. The pilot project shall assess the potential applications of technology to relieve overcrowding
fn the erimineijust@ system, including county jails and courthouses, caused by inefficient use of resources, outdated and
incomplete technology, and the failure of the Legislature and other governing bodies that are responsible for ensuring
suiT~ienf
funding forpublic safeiy budgets to provide sufficient resources to relieve these overcrowded and congested
conditions.
SECTION 25.

Section 1054.9 of the Penal Code is amended to read:

1054.9. Except as provided in Section 7474.5, no court shan order disciosure of any materials and lnfarmaffon described
in Secfion 1054.1 fo a defendant upon whom sentence orjudgment hers been pronounced.-

SECTION 26.

Section 1191.1 of the Penal Code is amended to read:

1101.I,
(a) The victim of any crime, or the parents or guardians of the victim if the victim is a minor, or the next of kin of
the victim if the victim has died, have the right to attend all sentencing proceedings under this chapter, including
proceedingsin which the sentence of the defendant might be modified, and shall be given adequate notice by the
probation officer of all sentencing proceedings concerning the person who comrnltted the crime.
(b)The victim, or up to two of the victim's parents OF guardians if ttte victim is a minor, or the next of kin of the victim if
the victim has died, have the right to appear, personally or by counsel, at the sentencing proceeding and to reasonably
express his, her, or their views concerning the crime, the person responsible, the need for punishment and deterrenoe,
and the need for restitution. These persons shall be given the opportunw to speak flrst at the sentencing proceedings. If
any sfatements or evtidence is presented by the defendant, the victim and the other persons named in subdivision (8) shall
also be given the dght to speak last at fhe sentencing proceedhgs.
(c) The court in Imposing sentence shall consider the statements of victims, parents or guardians, and next of kin made
pursuant to this section and shall state on the record Its conclusion concerning whether the person would pose a threat to

public safety if granted probatton.

SECTION 27,
Section 1191.4 is added to Chapter I of Tltte 8 of Part 2 of the Penal Code to read:

1 j91.4, (a) The people of the State of Califomla flnd and declarw that aMough numerous statutes have been enacted
since 1982 in an efforf to implement subdivision (6)of Section 28 of AIficle I of the California Constitotron, those
measures heve falled to provide victims of criminal activity with the fools necessary to collect msfitution from persons
convicted of or adjudicated to have commitfed the crimes or offensesfor the losses suffemd by these vicfims. EC is the
intent of the people in enacting this section to provide victims of criminal activity with these necessary tools.
, (6)( I ) At the time of the entry of any order of restitution in a criminal orjuvenile proceeding pursuant to Section f202.4,
Secfion 730.6of the Welfare and /nstifutjons Code, or any other provision of law, the court shal/ require the person who
has been convicted of a crime in which there is a potential claim for restitution, or who has been ordered to make
restitution, to complete and sign under penalfy ofpeuury a form that provides at least the following informafion; ( I ) his or
her full Iegai neme and the full legal name of his or her spouse, (2) all aliases used during fie preceding five years, (3)
place and date of bitih, (4) his or her social securify account number and the social security account number of his or her
spouse, (5) his or her driver's license and/or California identification numbers and the dtivefs license or California

identificafion numbers of hls or her spouse, (6)lmmigrafian card number, if fhe person is not a Unffed Stafes cMzen, (7)
passpod number, (8) the address or locaflon of all realprope@ owned by him or her or by his or her spouse, (9) the
vehicle license numbers and& VIN numbers of all vehicles awned or registered in his or her name or the name of his or
her spwse, (f 0) the account numbers of all accounts held individually orJo!nt/yin financial insfituiions, (I 7) the names
end addresses of all employers durlng the preceding ffve years, (12) the names and addmsses of all union memberships,
(13) the names and account numbers of all tife insurance policies of whlch the person is a beneficiary, and the name,
business license number, or other Identifying number of any buslness or partnership in which he or she has a legal
interest The court may in Its discretion require the person fa pmvlde additional in formafion the court determines might
be useful in facilitating collection of the restltutlon ordered.
(2) The odginel farm described in paragrclph (1) shalt be filed wifh the clerk of the court, but, excepf as provided in
paragraph'(3), shall not be de8med to be s public #cord.
(3) A copy of h e form descrlbsd In paragraph (1) shall be provided to the ofice of the prosecuting sffornay, who shall
nfain fhe copy as a permanent mcotd, and fo any victim to whom fhe person Ass been omfaredto make restitufion.
(4) At any time following the entry of sn order of resfitufion as described in paregraph ( f ) , the crime viefim shall be
entitled to wnduct in the manner otherwise authodz~dby law an order of examination of the person ordered b make
restitution.
(e) Notwithstanding any other provision of taw, all monetary payments, monies, and property collected by the court or
by the probation department, or held by the arresting agency, from any person who has been ordered to make restitution
pursuant to Seetian 1202.4, Section 730.6of the Welfkrre and InsMufjuns Code, or any other provision of law, shall be firsf
applied to pay the amounts ordered by the court 8s restitution fo the victim.
(d) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, no coud, probation oficer, or other public employee or officer shall
reduce the amount, rate, or frequency of a court-ordered regulady scheduled restitution payment, unless the court first
enters a finding fhat based on the face of a wilten mofion to modify the restitution amount or payment schedule, there is a
clear justification for reducing resfitutronpayments. The courf shall heer a motion to modify the restrtutlon amount or
payment schedule only upon proof that the prosecuting attorney and the crime victim have been given at least 30 days'
actual notice of the motion.
(8) ( f ) Notwithstanding the entry of a court-ordemd payment schedule or a judicial finding of hardship to fhe defendant,
a cnine victim may retain the services of a private debt collector at any time to satisfyan order of restitution arising from a
conviction in a criminal case utilizing lawful debt wllectCon mechanisms applicable to satiswing a civilJudgmeni
(2) if restifution to the crime victim has nof been paid in full at the end of three years fallowing the InHhl entry of fhs
order of resfltrrtion,the balance of the unpaid restitution, including a 10 percent annual interest c h a p , shall by operation
of law without further action by the mud or any party be subject to a 30 percent surchaqe to pay for the cosfs of prlvafe
debf collection. If the victim or the next of kln of the vjctim have retained the services of a private debt collecf/on agency,
that agency or the victlm shall deliver to the coud a signed copy of the debt cokctlon contract authotilng collecflon of the
balance of resfftutlon, internsf, and surcharge, and shall be provided wifh an oro'er authonxlng the coliection of such sums
by all legal means. All funds recovemd by the prhrdte debt wi/ecfianagency, induding the 30 percent surcharge to be
paid the debt collector on s pra-rafa basls, shall be dellwered fo the courf or pmbaflon officer and disbursed ers otdered by
.
the court to the crime victlm end debt collection agency through the probation officer or fhe courf. No private debf
collecformay charge a cdme victim any fee or charge far expenses ofher than the 30 percent surcharge described hereln.
(3) The]urisdlc#on of the court over restitution ss provided hereln shall exfend beyond the termination of probation, the
Imposition of a sentence to the sbte prison, fhe ferminafion of parole, and any other event or circumstance which might
otherwise teninate the jutlsdiakn of the court over the case or the defendant, until restitution, interest, penalties, and
surcherges have been paid or collected in full.
(0 Notwithsfending any other provlslon of law, 1
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no person ordered to pay
restitution pursuant fo Section 1202,4, Section 730,6of the Welfare and instifutibns Code, or any other provision of /aw,
who has falied to pay in full the resfitufion, interest, penalties, and surcharges owed to the victim pursuant to this section,
shall receive any of the foilowing;
( I ) an order successfuIly terminating probe fion;
2 an order terminating probation prior to the period ordered by the courf;
(3) an order reducing the conviction to a misdemeanor under the provisions of Secfion 17;
(4) an order dismissing the charges under the provisions of Section 7203.4;
(5) an order reducing, waiving, or expunging the restitution, interest, penalfies, and surcharges owed; or
(6) en order expunging the criminel record of the person.

(8) Notwifhstanding any ofher provision of law, no courf shall waive, expunge, or in any other manner excuse full
compliance with any restitution ordered pursuant to Section 1202.4, Section 730.6 of the Welfare and /nstitutions Code, or
any other provision of law, unless such action is at the express request or with fhe express wrltten permission of the victim
or other person to whom restitution is owed.
(hJ ( I ) Not later than January 7, 20 10, the Departmenf of Justice shall conduct and complete a study sf the feasibility of
authorizing procedures to assist crime vlctims to collecf on restitution judgments fhat are utilized in the child suppad
enforcement program pursuanf to Tltle IV of the Social SecurifyAcf. These procedures shall include, but not be limited
to, sfate and federal income fax refund intercepfs, lottery winnings intercepts, social securify intercepts, unemployment
and disability insurance intercepts, general assistance and welfare benefits intercepts, real estate liens, liens on estates in
pmbafe proceedings, mandatory employer reparfing of new hires, wage assignments and garnishment of wages, and
state license mafching (known as SLIMS).
(2) The Department of Justice shall recommend to the Legislature enactment of legislation necessary to implement
procedures as described in paragraph (Ifa
)asslsf crime victims In obtaining restitution. In the evenf that the Legislature
does not enact such legislation during the fwo-year session in which the report of the Attorney General is issued, the
Attorney General shall file fhe legislation as an initiafive proposal for inclusion in the nexf election in which inifiatives may

be enacted.
(i) The Department of Justice shall develop and publish a handbook to be provided fo crime victims describing the ways
in which a restitution judgment may be enforced. The Department shall provide this written material to the probation
officer in each county, who shall provide fhe material to crime victims. The Departmenf shall also make this information
available on its websife in a user-friendly formaf.
SECTION 28.
Section 1192.51 is added to Chapter 1 of Title 8 of Part 2 of the Penal Code to read:

1 102.5I . (a) It is fhe intent of the people of the State of California in enacting this sactian to facilitate the right of victims of
crime specified in paragraphs (7) and (8) of subdivision (6)of Section 28 of Article I of the California Constitution to be
informed about and to appropriately partripate in judicial proceedings against their wrongdoers, and to appropriafely
participate in proceedings involving the punishment and incarceration of their wrongdoers, and that victims of crime not be
denied inpuf info the criminal proceeding arising out of a plea agreement of which the victims are unaware between the
prosecuting attorney and the defendant afictiflg either the charges or the sentence.
(b) In every criminal prosecution in which a victim is named in the accusatory pleading, in which the victim has informed
the Investigating agency of his or her desire to receive notificationas hereafier described, and In which the prosecuting
attorney and the de&ndanf reach a plea agreement, the prosecuting attorney shall notify the victim or the nexf of kin of a
deceased vidim of the plea agreemenf, the date set forjudgment and sentencing, and the right of the victim to provide
inpuf to the m u d prior to Judgment and sentencing. If the prosecuting attorney does not have current contact information
far the victim, the prosecuting attorney may comply with the requirements of this subdivision by sending a letferto the last
known address of the victim.
(c) In every criminal case described in subdivision (b), the defendant shall be advised prior to entry of a guiffy or no
contest plea in subsfanfially fhe following words:
T h i s plea agreement is subject fo review and approval by the courf after considering a pre-plea
sentencing report and afler hearing from any victim, immediate family member of the victim, or the neKt
of kin of the victim. The prosecuting afforney shall make good-faith efforts to notify the victim of the
terms of the plea agreement, the date ofjudgment and sentencing, and the victim's right to speak at
your senfencing. Prior fo imposition of sentence upon you, the coufl will hear from any vicfim who
desires to speak to the court about your case, I f no victim is present at your sentencing, the courf will
ask the prosecuting aftorney whether contact was made with the victim and for the victim's
recommendation concerning your sentence. You will nof be sentenced unless fhe victim has had an
opportunity to give inpuf regarding your sentence, unless the victim has waived his or her presence
and right to be heard, or unless the court finds that further efforts af contacfing the victim would be
unsuccessful. If after hearing from the victim fhe courf finds fhat the plea agreement is appropriate,
you will be sentenced accordingly. If fhe court finds fhaf the plea bargain agreement is inappropriate,
your guilty or no contest plea will be sef aside, and you will have your right i'o frial and all of the other
rights about which the court has advised you reinstated without prejudice to you. "

(dl in order to ensure tbat the pmsecutlng atiorney 11s required fa glve notice to only those vlctlms who desire notlce
pursuant fo fhis provision, every law enforcement agency shall inquire of8 vlcflm whether the vlcflm desires that fhe
prosecuting attorney prodde this notice and shall indlcate that deslm In the body of Its crims or Investigative report No
law enforcement agency shall be required to alter or replace its ctime or lnvesfigatlvereport forms fo comply with this
mqukement.
(e) The failure of the vicfim to be noMed pursuant to this secilon or to appear at the judgmenf and sentendng of the
defendant shall nof be grounds for the defendant to move to set aslde the plea.
SECTION 29.
Sectlon 1192.52 is added to Chapter 1 of Tltle 8 af Part 2 of the Penal Code to read:

1192.52. (a) It 1s the infent of the people of the State of California in enacting fhis section to facjlitate the rights of victims
of ctime specified in paragraph (4) of subdlvislon (a) of Section 28 of Article I of the California Constitution, and

'

paragraphs (7) and (8) of subdivislon (b) of Section 28 of Artlcle I of the California Constitution to expect that persons who
commit criminal acts will be appropriately detained in custody and to be informed about and to appropriately participate in
proceedings involving the punishment and incarceration of their wrongdoers, and the right of victims of crime to be
Informed of the release or escape from custody of such persons, as provided in paragraph (12) of subdivision (b) of
Section 28 of Article I of U-1sCallfomia Constitution.
(b) Every institution in this state including, but not limited to, institutions of the Department of Corrections and
Rehabilitation, the Department of the Youth Authority, the Deparlment of Mental Health, and the sheriffof each county,
shsN comply with the following with regard to the release ofpersons sentenced or committed to the institution adsing out
of R criminal proceeding:
( I ) Except as provided in par~graph(2), the institution shall give notice to the victim, as defined in paragraph (5) of
subdivision (b) of Section 28 of ArficI8 I of m e California Constitufion,of the following informagon: the full legal name,
court case number, custodial identifyng number, primary charge, bail status, if any, sentence imposed by fhe court, date
of injtial custody, date of eatiiesi lawful release from custody, scheduled release date, parole hearing date, If any, and
acfualrelease if release has already occurred. This nofice may be in wnWen, electronic, or telephonic form.
(2) In lieu of providing actual notice to a victim as provided in paragraph ( I ) , the institutfon may provide constructive
notice to fbe v i c h by malnfainlng a computen'zed database contafningthe requisite Infarmafion that Is easlly accessible
to crime victims UfIIiingelectronic means such as the Internet,
(3) The instiMion shall f7'e a monthly repod with the ofice ofthe Attorney Geneml and district attorney of the counties It
serves, the cify attorney ofeach city B serves that petforms the function of crlmlnal prusecuflon, and the presiding judge in
the court of each county it serves, The report shall consist of a complete llsfing of all of the persons described in fhls
section fhaf are housed in or released fmm the fnstitlltlon. The reporf shall contaln the Information described In
paragmph (I). The reporf shall be delivered in both written and electmnlc hrmst and s h d be maintained by each
Insfifufion. The report shall be a public record, and its date shall be made available to the public.
(c) Regulations implemenflng procedures for compliance with this section shall be developed by the Department of
Justice and the Depadment of Menfal Heaffh in cansultafion with the Calribmla State Sheriffs AssociaUon and the
Califomla Police Chlefs Assodation.
(c) The pmvislons of paragraph (3) of subdivision (b) shall become effective January I, 2009.
(d) The pmvlsions of pamgraphs (1) and (2) of subdivision (b) shall become effective January I, 2010.
SECTION 30.
Section 1240 of the Penal Code is amended to reed!

1240. (a) When in a proceeding falling within the provisions of Section 15421 of the Government Code a person is not
represented by a public defender acting pursuant to Section 27706 of the Government Code or other cwnsel and he or
she is unable to afford the services of counset, the court shall appoint the State Public Defender to represent the person
except as follows:
(1) The court shall appoint counsel other than the State Public Defender when the State Public Defender has refused to
represent the person because of conflict of interest or other reason.
(2) The court may, in its discretion, appoint either the State Public Defender or the attorney who represented the person
at his trial when the person requests the latter to represent hlm on appeal and the attorney consents to the appointment.
In unusual cases, where good cause exists, the court may appoint any other attorney.

(3)A court may appoint a county publlc defender, prlvate attorney, or nonprofit corporation with which the State Publlc
Defender has contracted to furnish defense sewices pursuant to Government Code Sectlan 15402.
(4) When a judgment of death has been rendered the Supreme Court or the court ofappeal may, in Its discretion,
appoint counsel other than the State Public Defender or the attorney who represented the person at trlal.
(b) If counsel other than the State Public Defender Is appolnted pursuant to thls sectlon, he or she may exerclse the
same authority as the State Public Defender pursuant to Chapter 2 (commencingwith Section 15420) of Part 7 of Dtvislon
3 of Tltle 2 of the Government Code.
(c) ( I ) If the S u p m e Cwd deferninesthat the payment guidelines for appointed counsel representing indigenf
crlminai appellants In the Supreme Caud are insul5?icienf to ensure the timely appolnfmenf of counsel for appellants upon
whom a judgment of death has been Imposed, the Courf shall Increase the payment guldellnes to a /eve/ thsf In the sound
Judgment of the Court will be sufficent to ensum the tfmaly appointment of counsel for all said appellants,
2 ) If the Judlci~!Council deferminesthat the costs hrpmviding appointed counsel to represent /nd/.ent criminal
appellants upon whom a judgment of deatb has been Imposed msultlng from increased payment guidelines will exceed
the funds appropriated fa the Judicial Councll for that purpose, the Judrclai Council shell advlss the Legislature of the
need for additlane! appmptfetlansfor that purpose. TRe Leglslatum shall forthwith appropriate smeien t funds for the
payment of ~ppolnfedcounsel for such appellants, so that the State ControIIer can pay all claims for compensation and
expenses of seid counsel submitted fn accordance with the provisions of Section 1241.

.

SECTION 31.
Section 1240.1 of the Penal Code is amended to read:

1240.1. (a) In any noncapital criminal, juvenile court, or civil commitment case whenin the defendant would be entitied to
the appointment of counsel on appeal if indigent, it shall be the duty of the attorney who represented the person at trial to
provide counsel and advice as to whether arguably meritorious grounds exist for reversal or modification of the judgment
on appeal. The attorney shall admonish the defendant that he or she is not able to provide advice concerning his or her
own competency,and that the State Public Defender or other counsel should be consulted for advice as to whether an
issue regarding the competency of counsel should be raised on appeal. The trial court may require trial counsel to certify
that he or she has counseled the defendant as to whether arguably meritorious grounds for appeal exist at the time a
notice of appeal is tiled. Nothing in this section shall be construed to prevent any person having a right to appeal from
doing so.
(b) It shall be the duty of every attorney representing an Indigent defendant in any cdmlnal, Juvenile court, or civil
commitment case to execute and flle on Ms or her cllenfs behalf a tlmely notice of appeal when the attorney Is d the
opinion that arguably meritorious grounds exist for a reversal or modlflcatlon of the judgment or orders to be appealed
from, and where, in the attorney's judgment, tt Is In the defendant's Interest to pursue any relief that may be available to
him or her on appeal; or when directed to do so by a defendant havlng a right to appeal.
With the notice of appeal the attbmey shall file a brief statement of h e points to be raised an appeal and a designatlon
of any document, paper, pleading, or transcript of oral proceedlngs necessary to properly present those points on appeal
when the document, pager, pleading, or transcript of oral proceedings would not be included in the normal record on
appeal according to the applicable provisions of the California Rules of Court. The executing of the notlcs of appeal by
the defendant's attorney shall not constitute an undertaking to represent the defendant on appeal unless the undertaking
is expressly stated In the notice of appeal.
If the defendant was represented by appointed counsel e~ at the trlal level, or if it appears that the defendant will
request the appointment of counsel on appeal by reason of indlgency, the trial attorney shall also assist the defendant in
preparing and submitting a motion for the appolntment of counsel and any supporting declaration or affidavit as to tho
defendant's financial eonditlon. These documents shall be filed with the trial court at the time of filing a notice of appeal,
and shall be transmitted by the clerk of the trial court to the clerk of the appellate court within three judicial days of their
receipt. The appellate court shall act upon that motion without unnecessary delay. An attorney's failure to file a motion for
the appointment of counsel with the notice of appeal shall not foreclose the defendant from filing a motion at any time it
becomes known to Rim or her that the attorney has failed to do so, or at any time he or she shall become indigent if he or
she was not previously Indigent.
(c) The State Public Defender shall, at the request of any attorney representing a prospective indigent appellant or at
the request of the prospective indigent appellant h~mselfor herself, provide caunsel and advice to the prospective indigent
appellant or attorney as to whether arguably meritorious grounds exist on which the judgment or order to be appealed
from, would be reversed or modified on appeal.

(d) The failure of a trial attorney to perform any duty prescribed In this section, asslgn any partrcular point or error In the

notice of appeal, or designate any particular thing for Inclusion In the record on appeal shall not foreclose any defendant
from filing a notlce of appeal on his or her own behalf or from raislng any point or argument on appeal; nor shall It
foreclose the defendant or hls or her counsel on appeal from requesting the augrnentatlon or correction of the record on
appeal In the reviewing court.
(e) (1) In order to expedite certification of the entire record on appeal In all capltal cases, the defendant's trial counsel,
whether retained by the defendant or court-appointed, and the prosecutor shall continue to represent the respective
parlles. Each counsel's obligaPons extend to taklng all steps necessary to facilitate the preparation and timely certification
of the record of all trial court proceedings.
(2) The duties Imposed on trlal counsel in paragraph (1) shall not foreclose the defendant's appellate counsel from
requesting additions or corrections to the record an appeal In eih+the trial court, the courf of appeal, or the California
Supreme Court In a manner provlded by rules of court adopted by the Judicial Councll.
SECTION 32.

Sectlon 1247a Is added to Chapter l a of Tltle 9 of Part 2 of the Penal Code to read:
12478. (8) !t is the Intent of the people of the State of Califomh in enacting this section to eruthorize and mandate
suflcient resources for the Supreme Courf and the courts of appeal to implement'and cany out the amendments made by
this Initlafive meesum to Sections 1 I end 12 of Article Vl of the California Constitution.
(b) (1) The Legislature and the Administrative Ofice d t h e Courts shall study and develop a plan for funding and
resourns necessary to Implement and carry out the amendments made by this initiative to Sections I 1 and 12 of Article
Vl of the California Constitution.
(2) This plan described in pamgraph ( I ) shall be designed fo provide that in every case in which a judgment of death
has been pronounced on or prior to the effective date of this initiative measurn>fhs appeal will be heard and decided no
later than five years following the amendments made by this measure fo Sections .II and 12 of Adde VI of the California
Constitution.
(cJ The Judicial Council shall have the atdhoriiy provided In Secfion 124 7k to prescribe by rules the pmcti~8and
procedure that in the discretion of the Judicial Coundl willprovlde the most efficient and efidve implemenfafionof fhe
arnendmenfs made by this rneasurs fo 'Sections 1 I and 12 of ArficIe VI of the Califamla Cansfitution.

SECTION 33.

'

Section 1270 of the Penal Code is amended to read:

'

1270. (a) An)c Except as provided in subdivfslon (6). any person who has been arrested for, or charged with, an offense
v
a
y be released an hls or her own recognizance by a court or magistrate who could release a
defendant from custody upon the defendant giving bail, including a defendant arrested upon an out-of-county warrant, A
defendant who Is in custody and is arraigned on a complaint alleging an offense which is a misdemeanor, and a
defendant who appears before a court or magistrate upon an out-of-county warrant arising out of a case involving only
misdemeanors, shall be entltled to an own recognizance release unless the court makes a finding on the record, in
accordance with Section 1275, that an own recognizance release wlll compromise public safety, the safety of the alleged
vlctlm or the famlly of the alleged vidm, or will not reasonably assun the appearance of the defendant as required.
Public safety and the safety of fhe crime victim and the crime victim's family shall be the primary w m & k A i w
conslderaflons. If the court makes one of those findings, the court shall then set bail and specify the conditions, if any,
...k---'under which the defendant shall be released.
(b) No person shall be released on his or her own recognizance if any one of the following circumstances am true:
( I ) The defendant is charged with the commission d a vior'ent felony as described in subdivision (c) of Secfion 667.5;
(2) The defendant is charged with the commission of a serious felony as described in subdivision (c) of Section 1192.7,
(3) The defendent is charged with a felony alleged to have been committed while the defendant was on parole or
probetion; or
(4) The defendant is charged with a felony alleged to have been committed while the defendant was released from
custody on bail or an own recognizance on anofher offense.
(c) Article g (commencing with Section 1318) shall apply to any person who is released pursuant to this section.

SECTION 34.

Section 1270.1 of the Penal Code Is amended to read:

1270.1. (a) Before any person who is arrested for any of the followlng crimes may be released on bail in an amount that
is either more or less than the amount contained in the schedule of ball for the offense, or less than the amount requested
by the prosecufing atfomey in a fled bail dewlatian request or motion, f
a hearing shall be held In open court before the magistrate or judge:
(1) A serious felony, as d e h d described In subdivision
of Seetion
or a violent felony, as 4dk4 described
. (c)
,
. .1102.7,
.
In subdivtslon (c) of Secffon 6
6
7
.
5
6
.
(2) A violation of Section 138.1where punishment Is Imposed pursuant to subdivision (c) of Section 138.1,262,273.5,
422 where the offense Is punished as a felony. or 848.9.
(3) A violatlorn of paragraph (1) of subdivision (e) of Section 243.
(4) A violaHon of Section 273.6 If the detalned person made threats to klll or harm, has engaged in violence against, or
has gone to the residence or workplace of,the protected party.
(5) A felony alleged to have been cornrnttted while the defendant was on parole or pmbatlon.
(6) A felony elleged to have been eammltted while the defendant was released from custody on bail or on own
#eogn/zance on another offense.
(b) The prosecuting attorney, the alleged vfdimof the crime, or the next of kin Ifthe victim is deceased, and the defense
attomey shall be glven a two courtday written notice and an opportunity to be heard on the matter. If the detained person
does not have counsel, the court shall appolnt counsel for purposes of this section only. The hearing required by this
section shall be held withln the time period prescribed in Section 825.
(c) At the hearing, the courl shall consider evidence of past court appearances of the detained person, the maximum
potential sentence that could be imposed, and the danger that may be posed to other persons, including the alleged victim
of the crime and the family of the crime victim, if the detained person is released. In making the determination whether to
reduce bail below bo
elwe amount contained in the schedule of
bail or the amount requested by the prosecuting attorney in a bail deviation request or motion, the court shall consider the
potential danger to other persons, including threats that have been made by the detained persop and any past acts of
violence. The court shall also consider any evidence offered by the detained person regarding &k&xi+ties to the
community and kisocker; ability to post bond.
(d) Ifthe judge or magistrate sets ibe bail in an amount that Is either more or less than the amount contained in the
schedule of bail for the oflense, the judge or magistrate shall state the reasons for that dacislon and shall address the
issue of threats made against the victim or witness, if they were made, In the remrd. This statement shall be included ln
the record.
'

SECTION 35.
Section 1272 of'the Penal Code Is amended to.read:
1272. After conviction of an offense not punishable wlth death, a defendant who has made application for probation or
who has appealed may be admltted to bail:
& (a) As a matter of right, before judgment Is pronounced pending application for probation in cases of misdemeanors,
or when the appeal Is from a JudgmentImposing a flne only.
ff (b] As a matter of right, before judgment Is pronounced pending application for probation In cases of misdemeanors,
or when the appeal is from a judgment imposlng Imprisonment In cases of misdemeanors.
Q (c) As a matter of discretion In all other cases, except that a person convicted of an offense subject to this
subdivision, who makes a motion for release on bail subsequent ta a sentencing hearing, shall provide notice of the
hearing on the bail motlon to the prosecuting attorney and to the victim of the crlme, or next of kin, at least five court days
prior to the hearlng. If the person convicted of the offensedoes not know the address of the crime victim, the moving
parfy shall provide the notice for the mine vlctlm to the prosecuting attorney, who shelfthen provide the notice to the
crime victim.

SECTION 36.
Section 1272.1 of the Penal Code is amended to read:

1272.1, ele ease on ball pending appeal under subdivlslon (c) of SectIan 1272 shall be ordered by the court if the
defendant demonstrates all of the following:
(a) By clear and convincing evidence, the defendant Is not llkely to flee. Under thls subdtvision the court shall consider
the following criteria:
(I
The
.)ties of the defendant to the communfty,Including his or her employment, the duration of his or her residence, the
defendant's family attachments and his or her property holdings.
(2)The defendant's record of appearance at past court hearings or of flight to avoid prosecution.
(3) The severlty of the sentence the defendant faces.
(b) By clear and convincing evldence, the defendant does not pose a danger to the safety of any other person,
specifically Including the vicfimof the crime or the farni/y of the crime vlcflm,or to the community,
Under thls subdivislon the court shall consider, among other factors, whether the crlme for which the defendant was
convicted Is a violent felony, as &h&descrlbed in subdivlsion (c) of Section 807.5, or a serious felony, as described in
subdlvlslon (c) of Section I 192.7, whether the dekndanf Is on parole or probation for anofher offense, and whether the
defendant was free on own recognizance or ball at the #me of the alleged commission of the offense.
(c)The appeal Is not for the purpose of delay and, based upon the record in the case, raises a substantial legal question
wMch, if decided In favor of the defendant, Is likely to result In reversal.
For purposes of this subdivlslon, a "substantial legal questionnmeans a close question, one of more substance than
would be necessary to a flnding that it was not ff/volous. In assessing whether a substantial legal quesEon has been
raised on appeal by the defendant, the court shall not be required to determine whether it committed error.
In making its dedslon on whether to grant defendants' motions for bail under subdivision @+ (c) of Section 1272, the
court shall include a brief statement of reasons in support of an order granting or deny~nga motion for bail on appeal. The
statement need only include the basis for the order with sufficient specificity to permit meaningful review.
SECTION 37.

Section 1274 of the Penal Code is amended to read:
1274. When the admission to bail is a matter of discretion, the Court or officer to whom the application is made must
require reasonable notice thereof to be given to the Disbict Attorney of the county and to the victim ofthe alleged &me.

SECTION 38.

Sectlon 3274.5 is added to Article 1 of Chapter 1 of Title 10 of Part 2 of the Penal Coda to read:
1274.5. No person charged wlth murder or aftempted murder, or any other offense carrying a potential lib sentence,
shall be &eased an Bail unless fhe b#mr with cusfbdy ofthe accused person has *sf made reasonable eHorf8 to notify
the alleged victim o f the crime or the family of fhe crime victim of fhe impending mleerse of the accused. The prosecuting
attorney shall, upon request, provide fhe contact information of the vicfim or the family of fhe victim to the oRicer with
custody of the accused person,
SECTION 39.

Section 1275 of the Peiral Code is amended to read:
1275. (a) ( I ) In setting, reducing, or denying bail, the judge or magistrate shall take into consideration the protection of
the public, the seriousness of the offense charged, the previous criminal record of the defendant, the protection of the
crime victim and/or the crime victim's family from h a m and threats of harm arising from moperation with prosecution
eforfsthroughout the criminal orjuvenile justice process, and the probability.of -the
defendanf's appearing at
trial or hearing of the case. The public safety and the safety of fhe crime vicfim and/or the crime victim's family shall be
the primary ewi&bWm considerations,
(2) In considering the seriousness of the offense charged, the judge or magistrate shall include consideration of the
alleged injury to the viclm, ~4 alleged threats to the victim, the family of the victim, or a witness to the crime charged, the
alleged use of a firearm or other deadly weapon in the commission of the crime charged, and the alleged use or
possession of controlled substances by the defendant.

(b)In considering offenses whereln a vlolatlon of Chapter 6 (commencing with Sectlon 11350) of Divlsion 10 of the
Health and Safety Code is alleged, the judge or magistrate shall consider the following: (I)
the alleged amounts of
controlled substances Involved in the commissfon of the offense, and (2) whether the defendant Is currently released on
ball for an alleged violation of Chapter 6 (commencing with Section 11350) of Divlslon 10 of the Heatth and Safety Code.
(c) Before a court reduces bail below the amount established by the bail schedule approved for the county, In
accordance wlth subdivbions (b) and (c) of Section A269b, for a person charged wlth a serious felony, as WmxJ
descrfbed in subdlvislon (c) of Sectlon 1192.7, or a violent felony, as &Wd descrfbed In subdivislon (c) of Sectlon 667.5,
the court shall make a finding of unusual circumstances and shall set forth those facts on the record. For purposes of this
subdivision, "unusual circumstances" does not include the fact that the defendant has made all prior court appearances or
has not committed any new offenses..
SECTION 40.

Sectlon 1382.q Is added to Chapter 8 of Part 10 of Title 2 of the Penal Code to read:
1382.7. (a) It is the Intent of the People of the State of California in enacting this sectlon to preserve and advance the
dght of victlms of cdme specMed in paragmph (3) of subdivision (e) of Section 28 of Arflcle I of the California Constitution
fo expect that persons who commit criminal acts will be expeditiously brought before and fried by the courts, and their
c h a ~ e not
s be dismissed pnbr to the last day on which the case may be brought fo frial pur~uanfto Secfion 1382, and to
advance the dghf of victims of crime specified in paragraph (9)of subdivision (6)of Secfion 28 of Article I of the California
Constitution, to a speedy and prompt final conclusion of the case.
(6)Notwithstanding fhe provisions of Secfion 1382, no court shall dismiss an information or indictment pursuant to
Seetion 1382 or any otherprovislon of law in eny felony case in which:
( I ) the defendant has not waked time for trial, and the People mquesf the mud to set the trial or fo confjnue fhe trial to
EI date that is within 60 days of en event descflbed in paragraph (2) of subdivision (a) Section t382; or
(2)fhe defendanf has entered e general waiver of time for trial and the People request the court to set fhe trial or to
continue the trial to a deb that is wifhin 60 days of an event described in subparagraph (A) of paragraph (2) of subdivision
(a) of Section 1382; or
(3) the defendanf has requested or consented fo the setting of a Ma1 date beyond the 60d8y periad doscdbed in
paragraph (2) of subdivision (a) o f Secfion 1382 and the People request the mutt to set the trlal or to canflnue h e #a/ to
a date that is within 10 days of an eveof described in subparagraph (6)of paragraph (2)of subdivision (a) of Section

1382.

(c) Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 1382, no court shall dismiss a complaint pursuant to Sectlon 1382 or any
other provision oflaw in any misdemeanor case In which:

( I ) the defendant is in custody and has not walved time for Ma/, and the People request the court to set the trial or to
continue the trial to a date that is withln 30 days of an event describsd in paragraph (3) of subdivision (a) Section 1382;
(2)fhe defendant 1s not In custody and has not waived time far trial, end the People request the court to set the trrbt or to
continue the trial fo a date fhat is withln 45 days of an event described In paragraph (3) of subdivision (a) of Secfion i 382;
(3)the defendant has entered a general w ~ l v e of
r time far trial and the People request the courf to set the trial or to
conflnue the trlel to a date that Is wkhin 30 days of an event described In subparagraph (A) of paragraph (3) of subdivision

(a) of Section 1382;
(4) the defendant has requested or consented to the setting of a trial date beyond the periods described in
subp~mgraph(8) of paragmph (2) of subdivislon (a) of Secfion 7 382, and the People request the courf to set the trial or to
cbnfinuethe trial to I dab that Is wfthln I 0 days of an event descrtbed in that subpsmgraph (8)ofparagraph (3) of
subdhrlslon (a) of Sect/on 1382.
(d) A goodcause showing as required by Section 7 050 shall not apply to a request by the People to confinue a trial to
another date within the frme penbds specified in subdivisions (b) and (GI.
(e) If the couti contfnues or frails a trial during the 10-day period described in paragraph (3) of subdivision {b) or in
paragraph (4) of subdivision (c) at the motion or direction of the muff to accommodate court congestion or administrative
needs of the courf, the period of time attributable to the continuance or trailing shall nof be deemed to count against the
f 0-day period described herein.

SECTION 41.
Secfion 1473,l is added to Chapter 1 of Title 12 of Part 2 of the Penal Code to read:

1473.1. (a) In any proceeding held pursuant to this chapter in whlch the coud enters or has entered a discovery oder
requfring the respondent to make disclosures fo fhe petitioner, the court shall enter an wder requiring the petltfoner and
his or her atbmey to disclose to the respondent and his or her attorney:
(I)The names and addresses of persons other than the petitioner, he or she intends to cell 8s wknesses 81 any
proceeding on the pewion, together with any relevant oral, wdffen, or recorded statements of those persons, or oral,
written, or recorded repods of the statements of those persons, Including any oral, wdtten, or recorded reports or
statements of experts made in connection with the case, and including the results of physical or mental examinations,
scientilfletests, experiments, or wmparisdns whlch the petIt/oner lnfends to ofer in evidence af the proceeding; and
(2) Any m al evidence which the petitioner intends to offer In evidence at the proceeding.
(b) Every discovery order Issued pursuant to this section shall be reciprocal, No order shall be issued requiring a
disclosum by fbe peilfioner that Is not also required of fhe respondent.
(c) Nothlng In this section shall be construed to llmit the power of the courf to issue discovery orders requiring the
pefitioner and the rwspondent to disclose non-pdvlleged evidence or tnfomstion that Is relevant to the habeas petition and
that is not listed in subdivision (a).
SECTION 42.

Section 1474.5 is added to Chapter 4 of Title 12 of Part 2 of the Penal Code to read:.
Sec. 1474.5. (a) If is the intent of the People of the State of California in enacting this section to facilitate the right of
victims of crime specified in paragraphs (4) and (5)of subdivision (a) of Section 28 of Article I of the California Constrtufion

b expect thef persons who commit criminal acts will be sufficiently punished in en expeditious rnmner, so that
punishment mtains its deterrent effect and the public safety is protected and encouraged.
(b) No order requiring discovery from prosecufing aiforneys,law enfdmment agencies which investigated or prepared
the case against the defendant, or any other persons or agencies which the prusecvting attorney or invesfigatinnq agency
has employed to assist them in performing their duties, shail.be issued pursuant to this chapter with respect to a petition
for postconviction relief which has not been ?ledor with respecf to a claim for postconviction relief whfch does not state a
prima facie case for relief and upon which the courf has not Jssued an order to show cause. Upon the rsquesf of
petitioner, the mud may issue an order requidng dkwvery with respect to Issues upon which the petition states a pdma
facie case for relief
(c) A courf which issues an order regulring discovery pursuant to subdivision (h) shall, upon request of the habeas
respondent, issue a reciprocal d/scaveryoder relevant to the peWoner's prima fade case for mlief The coud may
MIiz e the requirements ~f Sectlon 1054.3 as a reference in fashioning the pciprocal discovery order.
SECTION 43.
Sectlon 1546 is added to Chapter 4 of Tltle 12 of Part 2 of the Penal Code to mad:
1646.
(a) It is the Intent of the People of the State of California In enacting thls section to faciIHate the right ofvictims
of crlme specified in paragraph (4) of subdivision (a) of Section 28 of Arfiele I of the California Constitution to expect hat
persons who commlt criMina1 acts wI/l be brought beforethe courts of thls state.
(b) Whenever a dlstrict attorney k nofifiedthat a person for whom a warrant of arrest has issued for the commission of a
vlolent felony, as desetibed In subdivision (cJof Sectlon 687.5, for the commissCon of a serious felony, as described in
subdivision (c) of Section 792.7, for the commission of any felony far which the aggravated term of imprisonment is four
years or more in state prison, or for the commlsslon of m y felony for which bail has been sef in Califomirr at $50,000.00 or
more, has been arrested outside the jurisdictional terrftory of the sfate of California, the district aftomey shaH make written
application to the Governor pursuant to Section 1554.2 for a requisition for the return of the person charged,
(c) l f the disfict ~ttorneydeclines to make w m n application to #I the Governor pursuant to Section 1554,2 for the return
of any person not described in subdivision (b), the district attorney shall noti& the victim of the decision and afford the
victim en opporfunify to meet with the prosecuting attorney who has declined fo request extradition.
(d) The district attorney shall maintain a written record of all notXcations of arrest described in subdivision (B) for which
the district attorney does not make application to the Governor for a requisition for the refurn of the person charged, The
written recod shall contain the name of the fugitive, the venue and docket number of the underlying charges in California,
fhe date and place of the arrest of the fugitive in the foreign jurisdiction, the bail set for the fugitive in the foreign
jurisdiction, and the reason or masons the district attorney declined ta seek the requisrtion of the Governor for the return
of the fugitjve. This record and the record of the request for or waiver of the extradition by the victim shell be deemed

I

I

public records as defined in the Cailfomia Public Records Act, Article I of Chapter 3.5 of Division 7 of Tifle 1 of the
Government Code.
SECTION 44.
Section 2602 Is added to Chapter 3 of Title 1 of Part 3 of the Penal Code to read:
2602. (a) It Is the intent of the People of fhe State d California in ennding this statute to Implement and effectuate the
rights of victims of cdme guaranteed in paragmph (5) of subdivision (a) of Secfion 28 of Artrde I of the Califomla
Constitution and subdlvlslon (b) of Section 28.1 of Article l of the California Constifufion to expect thaf a crimlnal
wrongdoer will be sufficiently punished, and that the punitive and deterrent effect of lncarceratlan will not be undercut or
diminished by the granting of rights or privileges to Incarcerated crlminal wrongdoers that are not required by any
provlsidn of the United Slates Constltutlan or by the Constitution of the State of Calfomla. It is the furfher infent of the
People of the Sfate of California In enacting this statute to ensum that fhe granting of rights or ptivIleges to Incarcerated
wrongdoers does not dlverf resources required to meed the Stafe 's primary obl/ggationfo pmvide adequate facilities and
personnel to incarcerate ~~fminals
for the fill terms of thelr sentences.
{b) ( f ) Nofwifhsfandingany otherprovision of law, no persons confined in a state p h o n or any o#er facility srjsing out
of s ctimInal proceeding shall be enfltled to any dght or pn'vilege, no matter how described, thet the Constitution of the
Unlfed States or the Constltufion of the State of Califoml~do not require be granted to such persons.
(2) Notwifhstandlng eny other provision of law, no person confined in a state prison or any ofher facility under the
jun'sdiction ofthe Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation shall be granted, receive, or participate in an overnight
family visit, a conjug~lvis& or any ofher such vislt however titled, whil~s o confined as 8 result of s felony wnvicfion.
(c) Except as pmvided in pemgmph (2) of subdivision (b), the Director of the Department of Corrections end
Rehabllitetion, or his or her designee, shall be authorized to grant or to deny, in his or her discretion, to persons confined
in a sfate prlson facility any Hght or privilege not requiied to be granted by the Constitution of the United States or the
Consfitutlonof the State of California. In determining whether fo grant a right or privilege not required to be granfed by
fhe Constitution of the United Stafesor by the C o n m b n of fie Sfate of CaIdornia,the Director or his or her designee
shall be guided by the declaration of policy in paragraph (1) ofsubdivision (a) ofSecfion I 170 that the purpose of
imprisonment for crime is punishment.
Id) (I) It shall be a primary responsibility of the Dbctor of the Department of Corrections and Rehabilltatfon to see that
resources appropriated by the Legislature to fhe Department are used to ensure fhat sentences imposed upon persons
commifted to the Depadrnent are carried ouf, and that no eady release of inmates occurs due to lnadequate space to
house them or stafltv supervise and detain them.
(2) In the event fhaf the Governor or a federal or sfate mud flnds thaf the inmate population of any institution or faclllfy
under the jutisdidion of the Department exceeds fis lawful capacilty, or a federal or state courf orders that inmetes be
*leased from custody due to lnadequate space 50 house them, the Director shall suspend all inmate rlghts and pdvII8ges
fhat are not guaranteed to Inmates by the Consfitution of the United Stafes or the Constifvfion of fbs Stab of Califomla,
and shall reallocate resources to the primary responsibility of the Department to provide adequefe space fo house all
inmates for the full terms of their sentences.
SECTION 45.

Section 2914 is added to Chapter 7 of Tltle I of Part 3 of the Penal Code to read:

2914. (a) In order to pmserve the righfs of CellfomTa's victims of crime ss guaranteed by Section 28 of Arficle I of the
California Consltltuflon, and nofwlthstanding Sections 29j I, 2912, or any otherprovislon of kw, no stab or county o f i c ~ r
shall enter into en agreement with any oflcial of a jurlsdicfion outslde the United Rates whereby an accused cherged in
Callfornla with the commission o f a violent felony, as described in subdivision (c) of Section 867.5, or a serious felony, as
described in subdivision (c) of Section 1192.7, alleged to have occurred within the territorial jurisdiction of the state of
Callfomia, is permitted to be charged, tried, or sentenced, or permitfed to enter a guilty or no contest plea, in that foreign
]un'sdiction.
(b) The provisions of subdivision (a) shall not apply to any case in which the crime vicfirn or the family of the crime
victim, following an advisement by the court that the rights of crime victims secured in this state would not necessarily be
recognized in the foreign jurisdicfion, glves consenf on the record and that is reflected in the minutes of the court that the
defendant be chaqed, tried, or sentenced, orpermiffed to enter a guilfy or no contest plea, in a foreign jurisdiction.
(c) Nothing in this section shall be construed to change or alter the provisions of Section 29j2.

SECTION 46.

Section 3041 of the Penal Code is amended to read;

3041. (a) ( I ) In the case of any inmate sentenced pursuant to any provlslon of taw, other than Chapter 4.5 (commencing
with Section 1170) of Title 7 of Part 2, the Board of Adult Parole Hearings shall meet with each inmate during the third
year of Incarcerationfor the purposes of reviewing the inmate's file, making recommendations, and documenting activities
and conduct pertinent to grantlng or withholding pastconviction credit.
(2) One year prior to the inmate's mlnimum eligible parole release date, a panel of two or more cornmissloners or
deputy commissioners shall @meet wlth the inmate.
more than one member of the panel shall be a deputy commlssloner. In the event of a tla vote, the.
matter shall be referred for an en banc hearing by the board. I f the panel, orln the event of a fie vote the board, sets a
release date, the -lease
date shall be set In a manner that will provide uniform terms for o&nders and fhetr offenses
of similar gravity and magnitude In respect to their threat to the public, and that will comply wlth the sentencing rules lhat
the Judlclal Councll miy mighf issue and any senbnclng Information relevant to the setting of parole release dates.
(3) 7hs board shall be gulded by the ptesumpffonthat fhe term to be served by the inmate Is life In prison. The board
shall establish and consider mlevanf criteria for detemlnlng whether the pmsumpflon that the inmate shall serve a life
term Is overcome and that the Inmate should be released on parole prlor to his or her death.
,
I
,
,
ln determining whather the inmate should be released on parole prior to his or her death,
the board shall condder the following factors: the facts of the commitmenf crlmes, the facts ofthe hmate's prior felony
convlcflons, the danger thaf the release of the inmate would pose to the communiv, the inmate's entire criminal history,
including the inmeb's performance on grants ofperok and probation, the number of victims of the crimes for which the
Inmate was sentenced, the impacts upon the victims of the inmate's commitment crrines and of the inmafe's prior felony
convicflons, and other factors in mltigation or aggravation of the commitment crimes oFiRie and of the inmate's prior felony
mnvicfions,the inmate's history of drug and alcohol use and addidon, the inmate's work history, the psychological and
psychiefric evaluations of the inmate while incarcemted, the petfomence end conduct of the inmate while incarcerated,
the fact and details of any disciplinary finding or criminal condud by the inmate sinw incarcerated, and any other relevant
criteria contained in Rule 4.421 and Rule 4.423 of fho CaliforniaRules of Court.
(4) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (3), the board in its discretion may decline to release the inmate on
parole based solely on the facts of the commifment crime ofthe inmate, the facts of the prior felony convictions of the
inmate, the entire criminal history of the inmate, or any other individual factor or cornbfnatlon of factors thaf suggest that
the inmate would pose an unreasonable risk of danger to socieiy or to the family of the victim if released.
(5) Neither the Board nor a panel of the board shall'exclude reasonabjy reliable evidence from any source that bears
upon the Rjk of danger which the release of the inmate might pose.
(6) At least one cornmissioner of the panel shall have been present at the last preceding meetlng, unjess it is not
feasible to do so or where the last preceding meeting was the initial meeting.
(6) Any person on the hearing panel may request review of any declslon regarding parole b by an en banc hearing by
the board. In case of a review, a two-thlrds -ate In favor of parole by the board members participating in an en
banc Rearing Is required ta grant parole to any inmate.
W c ] The panel, or the board sitting en banc, shall consider and be guided by the criteria far the sefflng of parole
rslease dates set forth in subdivls!on (a) )

F n
,
Any decision
.
of the parole panel finding

an inmate suitable for parole shall beeomeflnal within I20 days of the date of the hearing. During that period, the board
may revlew the panel's decision. The panel's decision shall become flnal pursuant to this subdivision unless the board
Rnds that the panel made an error of law, or that the panel's decislon was based qn an error of fact, or that new
information should be presented to U-le board, any of which when corrected or considered by the board has a substantial
likelihood of resulting in a substantially different decision upon a rehearing. In making this determination, the board shall
consult with the commissioners who conducted the parole consideration hearing. No decision of the parole panel shall be
disapproved and referred for rehearing except by a majority vote of the board, sitting en banc, following a public hearing.
W(d)For the purpose of reviewing the suitability for parole of those inmates eligible for parole under prior law at a date
earller than that calculated under Section 1170.2, the board shall appoint panels of at least two persons to meet annually
wlth each inmate until the time the person is released pursuant to proceedings or reaches the expiration of his or her term
as calculated under Section 1170.2.

(d+(e) It is the intent of the k$id&m People that during dmes when there Is no backlog of inmates awaiting parole
hearings, life parole consideration hearlnp or life rescission hearings, hearings will be conducted by a panel of three or
more members, the majority of whom shall be commlssloners. The board shalt report monthly on the number of cases
where an inmate has not recelved a completed lnltial or subsequent parole consideration hearing within 30 days of the
hearing date required by subdivislon (a) of Section 3041.5 or paragraph (2) of subdivislon (b) of Section 3041.5, unless
the inmate has waived the right to those timeframes. That report shall be considered the backlog of cases for purposes of
thls section, and shall include Information on the progress toward eliminating the backlog, and on the number of inmates
who have waived their right to the above timeframes. The report shall be made public at a regularly scheduled meeting of
the board and a written report shall be made available to the publlc and transmitted to the Legislature quarlerly.
fef(f) For purposes of this sectlon, an "en banc hearing by the board' means a hearing conducted by a committee of
nlne randomly selected commissioners who are specifically apgolnted to hear adult parole matters, selected by the
chairperson. The commlttee shall be comprlsed of a majority of commlssloners holding offlce on the date the matter is
heard by the commlttee.
SECTION 47.
section 3041.1 of the Penal Code is amended to read:
3041.f . Up to 90 days prior to a scheduled release date, the Governor may request review of any decision by a parole
authority concerning the grant or dental of parole to any Inmate In a state prison. The Governor shall state the reason or
reasons for the request, and whether the request is based on a public safety concern, a concern that the criteri relevant
fa the setting ofpamle mlease dates enumerated In subdivision (a) of Section 3041 1
-have
been given inadequate consideration, or on other factors. When a request has been made, a randomly
selected committee comprlsed of nine commissioners specifically appointed to hear adult parole matters and who are
holding offlce at the time, shall review the parole decision. In eaeesisuch a review, a vote in favor of parole by a twothMs majority of the commissioners an the committee shall be required to grant parole to any inmate. In carrying out any
review, the board shall comply with the provisions of this chapter.

SECTION 48.

Section 3041.5 of the Penal Code is amended to read:
3041.5. (a) At all hearings for the purpose of reviewjng a prisoner's parole suitability, or the setting, postponing, or
rescinding of parole dates, the following shall apply:
Adulf Parole Hearings, the prlsaner shall be
(4) At least 4 0 days priar to any hearlng by the Board of
permitted.to review hls or her file which wil be examined by the board and shall have the opportunity to enter a written
response to any material contained in the file.
(2) The prisoner shall be permitted to be present, to ask and answer questions, and to speak on his or her own behalf.
(3) Unless legal counsel is requlred by some other pmvidon of law, a person designated by the Department of
Corrections shall be present to bw ensure that all facts relevant to the declslon b em presented, including, If
necessary, contradictory assertions as to matters of fact that have not been resolved by departmental or other
procedures.
(4) The prisoner and any penon deswibed in subdivision (b) of Section 3043 shall be permitted to request and receive a
stenographic record of all proceedings.
(5) If the Rearing is for the purpose of postponing or resclndlng of parole dates, the prisoner shall have the rights set
,
forth In paragraphs (3) and (4) of subdivision (c) of Section 2932.
6 ) The board shell set a date fo reconsider whefhsr an inmate should be wkased,on pamle that ensums a meaningful
conslderatlon whether the inmate Is suitable for mlease on parole.
(b) (I)Wlthtn 10 days following ally meetlng where a parole date has been set, the board shall send the prisoner a
written statement setting forth M w 4 w the intended parole date, the conditions he or she must meet in order to be
released on the date set, and the Consequences of failure to meet those conditions.
(2) Within 20 days following any meeting where a parole date has not been set
,the board shall send the prisoner a written statement setting forth the reason or reasons for refusal to set
a parole daetand beneficialactivities in which hwwbe the inmete might participate
b~while C
.
- incarcerated.
0

<

(3) )
The board may shall schedule the next hearing,
as follows:
. .

afier considering fheviews and interests of the vicfim,
(A)

Fifteen years afier any
hearing at which parole is denied, unless the board finds by clear and convincing evidence that the criterla relevant to the
setting of parole release dafes enumerated in subdivislan (a) of Section 304f are such that the safety of the public and of
the victim does not require a more lengthy period of incarceration for fhe prisoner than 10 additional years.

.

.

Fifteen years after any
hearing at which parole is denied, unless the board finds by clear and convincing evidence that fhe criteria relevant to the
setting ofparale release dates enumerated in subdivrsian (a) of Secfion 3041 are such that the safety of the public and of
the victim does not require a more lengthy period of incarceration for the prisoner than seven additional years.
(CJ Three years, five years, or seven years after any hearing at which parole is. denied, because the criferia relevant to
fhe setting ofpamle release dates enumerated in subdivision (a) of Section 3041 are such that the safety of the public and
of the victim requires a more lengthy period of incarceration for the prisoner, but does not require e more lengthy penod of
incarcersfion for the prisoner fhan seven additional years.
# (4) The board may, in rfs discretion, advance a hearing set pursuant to paragraph (3) to an earlier date, followrng a
written requesf as described in subdivision (d), when a change in circumstances or new information establishes a
reasonable likelihood fhat the safety of the public and of the victim does not require the additional period of incarceration
of the prisoner provided in paragraph (3).
(5) Wlthin 10 days of any board action resulting in the postponement of a previously set parole date, the board shall
send the prisoner a written statement setting forth a new date and Ihe reason or reasons for that action, and shall offer the
prisoner an opportunity for review of that action.
(6) Within 10 days of any board action resulting in the rescinding of a previously set parole date, the board shall
send the prisoner a written statement setting forth the reason or reasons for that action, and shall schedule the prisoner's
next hearing
n accordance with paragraph (2).
(c) The board shall conduct a parole hearing pursuant to this section as a de novo hearing. Findings made and
conclusions reached in a priorparole hearing shall be considered in, but shall not be deemed to be binding upon,
subsequent parole hearings for an inmate, but shall be subject to reconsideration based upon changed facts and
circumstances. At each hearing the board shall determine the appropriate acfion ta be taken based on the criteria set
fa& In paragraph (3) of subdivision (a) of Section 3041. When conducfinga bearing, the board shall admit into evidence
the prior recorded or memorialized testimony or statement of the victim, or witness upon the ~ q u e soff fhe vicfim, or if the
victim or witness has died or is otherwise unavailable to appear af the hearing.
{d) ( I ) An inmate rrlay request thaf the board exercise its discretion to advance a hearing set pursuant to paragraph (3)
of subdivision (b) to an earlier date by submitting a written request to the board, with notice, upon requesf, and a copy to
the victim setting forth the change in circumstances or new informafion that establishes a reasonable likelihood thaf the
safety of the public and of the victim does not require the additional period of incarceration of the inrnefe.
(2) The board shall have sole jurtsdiction to determine whether to grant or deny a written request mads pursuanf to
paragraph ( I ) , and its decision shall be subject to review by a court or magistrafe only for a manifest abuse of discretion
by fhe board. The board shall have the power to summarily deny a request that does not comply wifh the provisions of
this subdivision or that does not set fbrfh a change in circumstances or new information as required in paragraph ( I ) fhat
In the judgment of the board is suficient fo justify the action descrrbed in paragraph (4) of subdivision (b).
(3) An inmate mey make only one written request as provided in paragraph ( I ) during each three-year period,
Following either a summary denial of a request made pursuanf fo paragraph ( I ) , or the decision of the board aRer a
heanng described in subdivision (a) to not set a parole date, the inmate shall not be entitled to submit another request for
a hearing pursuanf to subdivision (a) unfil a fhree-year period of time has elapsed from fhe summary denial or decision of
the board.
SECTION 49.

Section 3041.7 of the Penal Code is amended to read:

Sec. 3041-7, (a) At any hearing for the purpose of setting, postponing, or rescinding a parole release date of a prlsoner
under a life sentence, the prisoner shall be entitled to be represented by counsel, and the provlslons of Sectlon 3041.5
shall apply. The Board of Adult Parole Hearings shall provide by rule for the lrrvltatlon of the prosecutor of the county from
which the prlsoner was committed, or his or her representative, to represent the Interests of the
People at the
hearing. The Board of Adult Parole Hearlngs shall notlfy the prosecutor and the Attorney General at least 361 90 days
prior to the date of the hearing.
(6)Notwithstanding Section 12550 of the Government Code, the prosecutor of the county from which the prisoner was
committed, or hls or her representative, who shall not be the Attorney General,except In cases in which the Attorney
General prosecuted the case at the trial level, shall be the sols representatlve of the interests of the
People.
SECTION 50.

Section 3043 of the Penal Code 1s amended to read:

Sec. 3043. (a) ( I } Upon request, notice of any hearing to review or consider the parole suitability or the setting of a
parole date for any prlsoner in a state prlsan shall be sent by the Board of
Adult Parole Hearings at least
90 days before the hearlng to any victim of rc any erims committed by the prisoner, or to the next of kin of the victim if tho
victim has dled, to include the commitment mines, determinate temt commitment crimes for which fhsprisoner has been
paroled, and any other felony crimes or crlmes agalnsf fhe person for which the prisoner has been convicted. The
requesting party shall keep the board apprised of his or her current mailing address,
(2) No kter than 30 days phor to &e date selected for th hearing, any person enfitIed to attend the hearing shall inform
the Board of Adult Parole Hearings of his or her intention to attend the hean'ng and the name and identifying information of
any other person entitled to attend the hearing who will accompany Aim or her.
(3) No later then 14 days p&r to the date selected for the hearing fie Board of Adult Parole Hearings shall notify every
person entitled to ~ttendthe hearing confirming the date, lime, and place of the hearrirg.
(b) (1) The victim, next of kin, m e m b e r s of the victim's kwadbtefarnily, g~ and two representatives designated for
P particular hearing by the victim, or in the event the victim is deceased or Incapacitated, by the next of kin in wrdting prior
to the hearing have the right to appear, personally or by counsel, at the hearing and to adequately and reasonably
express his, her, or their vlews concerning all facts known to the victlm or the family of the vlctim about the prisoner and
the case, including but not limited to, the commifmentcrlmes, determlnafe term commfimenf crimes for which the prisbner
has been paroled, any ofher felony crimes or crlmes against the person for which the prisoner has been convicted, the
erect of the enumerated crfmes on the vlcfimand the family of the victim, 8Amwud the person responsible for these
enumeratedcrimes, and !he suitability of the prisoner far parole
(2) Any statement provlded by a representative designated by the victlm or next of kln may cover any subject abouf
which the victlrn or next of kin have the right to be heard d

w.

(c) A representative designated by the victim or the vlctim's next of kin for purposes of this section may be any adult
person selected by the victim or the family of the victim
The
board may W shall permit a representatlve designated by the victim or the vlctlm's next of kln to attend e particular
hearfng, to provide testimony at a hearing, e+ and to submit a statement to be included in the hearing as provided in
Section 3043.2, even fhough &the victim, next of kin, or a member of the vlctim's immediate family is present at the
hearlng, && and even though the victim, next of kin, or a member of the victim's immediate family has submitted a
statement as described in Sectlon 3043.2,

m
,

eh&mi&
++The
board, In deciding whether to nlease the person on parole, shall consider the entire and uninterrupted
statements of the victim or victims, next of kin, immediate family members of the victim, and the designated
representatives of the victim or next of kin, if applicable, made pursuant to this section and shall include in its report a
statement Whether the person would pose a threat to public safety if released on parole.
(e) In those cases where there are more than twb immediate family members of the victim who wish to attend any
hearing covered in this section, the board 7
shall allow attendance of additional immediate family
to inciude the bthefollowing: spouse, children, parents,
members
siblings, grandchildren, and grandparenk.

SECTION Sf.
Section 3043.2 of the Penal Code is amended to read:

3043.2.(a) (1) In W addition fa a personal appearance at any hearing to review the parole suitability or the setting of
Adult Parole Hearfngs shall permit the victim, his or her next of kin, Immediate
a parole date, the Board of
family members, or two representatives deslgnated for a particular hearlng by the victim or next of kln in writing prlor to
the hearing to flle wlth the board a written, audlobped, or vldeotaped statement, or a statement stored on a CD-ROM,
DVD, or any other recording medium accepted by a court pursuant to Sectlon 1191.15 or by the board, expressing his or
her views concernhg the crime and the person responsibte, and all facts known to the vicffm. The statement may be
personal messages from the person to the board made at any time or may be a statement made pursuant to Section
Any statement provided by a representative
by the
1191.16, or a comblnatlon of .both.
. . maydesignated
,
vlcttrn or next of kln M
cover any subject

'

about which the vicflm or next of kin have the right to speak.
(2) A representative designated by the victim or the victim's next of kin for purposes of this section
may be any adulf person selected by the victim or the next of kfn of the victim.
(3) The board shall consider any statement filed prior to reaching a decision, and shall include in its report a statement
of whether the person would pose a threat to public safety if released on parole.
(b) Whenever an audlo or video statement or a statement stored on a CD-ROM, OVD, or other recording medium is filed
wlth fhe board, a written transcript of the statement may but neednot e W & a b b eprovided by the person filini the
stabment.
(c) Nothing in this section shall be construed to prohibit the prosecutor from representing to the board the views of the
victim, his or her immediate family members, or next of kin.
{d) In the event the -victim,
his or her next of kin, immediate family members, or fwo represenfafives
designated for a particular hearing by the victim or next of kin wishes to file an audio or video statement or statement
stored on a CD-ROM, DVD, or other recording medium blw&d, the board shall not be responsible for providing any
equipment or resources needed to assist h w b t h f h a t person in preparing the statement.

SECTION 52.
Secttan 3043.4 is added to AFticle 3 of Chapter 8 of ltle Iof Part 3 of the Penal Code. to read:
3043.4
(a) The board shall arrange with the Instltuflan fhai.every heahg held pursuant to thls chapfershaM feke
place In a room which accommodates all persons who attend pursuanf to subdivision (b) of Section 3043. In fhe event
the b a r d deternines that the number of persons intending to attend the heanng exceeds the c~pacityof the largest room
~vailablefor thaf putpose In the instltutlon where the hearlng is to be held, the board shall arrange wfih fhe institution for a
supplemental room into which a video feed of fhe hearlng can be tmnsmlfted, The vldeo feed shall be a two-way feed to
allow persons in the supplemental roam to make a stabment or presentatlot?to the panel as authorized by SecUun
3043.2.
(b) Not later than January I , 2010, the board she1 implement video conferencingtechnology by which persons entifled
to attend a hearing pursuant'to this chapter, including but not limited to the representative of the People as described in
Secf!on304 I . 7, but who am unable fo attend In person, wlll be able fo view and psrficipafe in the hearing.
SECTION 53.
Section 3043.5 of the Penal Code is amendsd to read:

.. . .

3043.5,
-(I@
Any person interested in the grant or denial of parole to any prisoner in a state prison shall have the right to submit a
statement of views in support of or in opposition to the granting of parole. The board, in deciding whether to release the
person on parole, shall review all information received from the public to
ensure that all of the criteria relevant to
the seftining of parole release dates enumerated in subdivision (a) of Section 304 1, inchding the gravity and timing of all

current or past convicted offenses, have been glven adequate consideration and to W n s u r e that the safety of the
public has been adequately considered. Upon completion of its review, the board shall Include In Its repon a statement
that it has reviewed all information recelved from the public and its conclusion as to whether the parson'wouldpose a
threat to the public safety if released on parole.
SECTION 54.
Section 3043.6 of the Penal Code is amended ta read:
3043.6. (a) Any person authorized lo appear at a parole hearing pursuant to Section 3043. or a prosecutor authohzed to
represent the vlews of the victim, his or her immediate family, or next of kln, pursuant to Sectlon 3043.2, shall have the
right to speak
n regard to those persons appeadng and speaking before the board at a parole
hearing.
(6) Except under extraom'inary clrcumsfances, the panel or the board shall not intempt any person or the present~fion
of any person aufhorized fo appear at a parole hearlng, nor shall the panel or the board limlf the time of that person to
speak or otherwise present hi5 or her views.
(c) Nothing in thie section shall prohibit the person presiding st the hearing from teking any steps he or she deems
appropriate to ensure the decorum of the proceeding, To ensure that only accurate and relevant statements are
considered in determining parole suitability as provided in law, the person presiding at the hearing shall give the
representative of the People and counsel for the prisoner an opporfunity to nbut inaccumtff statements made by any
. .
PerSOI?. #
(d) The person presiding at the hearing shall report fo the board in wMng each instance h which fhe panel has limfied
fhe time to speak and present views or has limited the subject maiier of any person authorized to appear before a parole
board hearing,

SECTION 55.

Section 3043.7 is added to Article 3 of Chapter 8 of Title t of Part 3 of the Penal Code to read:

3043.7. (a) No duly noticed and Aed& scheduled parole hearing descrbd in Section 304i shall be postponed at the
request of the prisoner for reasons of the prisoner's medical or psychiatric condition, unbss the baed is presented wffh a
certMcate signed by a physician cedifving that by virtue of the prisoner's medical or psychlaMc candit!on the prisoner
would be unable to meanfngfully parficlpate in thb hearing or to provide meaningful assistance to his or her attorney In the
conduct of the hearing.
(b) If a vlcflm, victim's representatibe, or nexf of kin appears for a duly notlced, scheduled parole hearfng,and that
heating is postponed at the request of the prfsoner or the prisoner'saitorney, the b a d shell allow the victim, vlcfim 's
representative, or nexf of kin to make his or her statement and presentailon at the ffme fhe posfponement is granted, If the)
victim, victim's representative, or nexf of kin makes fhe sfatement and presentation directly and in person to the board on
the date the pastponement Is granted, the ~tetemenfshall be recarded In video, audlo, end or in writng as requested by
the vicfim or other person so entitled. The statement and presentation shall not be In lieu of eny other statement or
pmsentatian made at fhe time the postponed hearing is actually held,
(c) (I)
On the day a hearlng Is continued orpostpaned, the victim or otherpemon entitled to make a statement may
make a statement orpresentatlon In writing or in any other medium directly to the board or ofhenvise hrve the statement
recorded and presenred for later consideration at the subsequent hearing. Thk sf~tementor presentation shall be
mcorded and pmsetved for intrnduction into the record when the perole hearing is subsequently held. The statement or
presentation shall not be read, heard, or viewed by the board prior to the hearing.
(2) Any statement or presentation previously recorded and preserved at the originally scheduled hearing shall, at fhe
mquest of the proponent of the sfakrnent or presentation, be introduced into the record or otherwise considered by the
board without /imitation. I f the victim, victim's representative, or next of kin attends the postponed hearing in person, he or
she may make an additional oral statement or pmsentefion directly to the board.
SECTION 56.
Section 3044 is added to Article 3 of Chapter 8 of Title 1 of Part 3 of the Penal Code, to read:

3044. (a) ( I ) It is the Infent of the People of the Sfate of California In enacfing thls section fo facllltate the n'ghts of victims
of crime spectfed in paragraph (2) of subdjvlsion (a) and paragraph (1) of subdivision (b) of Section 28 of Article I of the
California Constifution, to be treated with fairness and respect for their dignljr and privacy, and to be free from
tntimldafion,harassment, and abuse thmughaut fhe cdmlnal and juvenile lusthe process, Including parole ravocetion
proceedings.
(2) it is the further Intenf of the People in enactlnng this secfion that no person who is paroled from a Californ!a
correctlanal facl/!tyfallowing incarcemtion far an offense committed on or a&r the effective d ~ f oe f this measurn, and
whose parole is revoked, shall be enfftled to procedural r/ghts ofher fhan those required by the Consfflution of fhe United
States or as enumerated In subdivlsian (b).
(b) Nofwff hsfandlng any other law, the Boad of Adulf Parole Heerdngs, or Ifs successor-in-interest, ss the state parole
authority, and ifs hearing ofircers shall conduct parole revocation hearings in a manner conslsient with consflfutional
requimments. Accordingly, no person who Is paroled from a Cellfomia correctional fercilifyfollowing incarceration for an
offense committed an or aRer the eficflve date of fhis Ad, and who Is fhereaRer subject fa a revocation of his or her
parole, shell be enMIed to procedural rights ofher than the fallowing:
( 1 ) A parolee shall Be entMed fa a probable cause headng no later than f B days following his or her arrest for violation
of parole.
(2) A pamIee shall be entifled io en evidentiary mvocaflon heating no kter ihan 45 days following his or her arrest for
vlalation of parole.
(3) A parolee shall, upon mquest, be entifled to counsel at st& expense if, considering the request on e case-by-case
basis, the board or its hesrlng officers determine that:
(A) The parolee is indigent; and
(8) Considering the complexity of the charges or fhe defanse, or because of the paroles's mental or educational
incapecity, he or she appears incapable of speaking effectively in his or her own defense.
(4) In the event the pamke's request for counsel, which shall be considered on a case-by-case basis, is denigd, the
grounds for denial shall be stated succindy in the record.
(5) Parole revocation determinationsshall be based upon a pmponderance of evidence admitted at hearings including
documentary evidence, direct t~stimony,ancVor hearsay evidenm offeredby parole agenfs, peace officers, and/or a
victim.
(6) Admission of the recorded or hearsay sfafernent of a vidlm or percipient wifness shall not be construed to mate a
right to confront the declamnt at ihe parole revocation hearing.
(c) The board is entrusted with fhe safety of victims and the public 8nd shall make its determination fairly, independently,
and wilhout bias, and shall not be lnfluenced by or webh the state cost or burden assoclateci withjud decisions. The
boad must accordingly enjoy sufncientautonomy to conducf unblased hearings and to maintain an independent legal and
administrative staff. The board shall report ta the Governor.
(d) No later than April 75, 2009, the Stab Auditor shall conduct an audlt of the costs associ~bdwith 8 fiscally and
instltufionally independent board and report Hs findings to the Govemar end the Department of Finance.
(e)Ths Department of Ffnance shall Include a budget h m to fund the board for the 2009-2010 fiscal year and esch year
thereafter to be adjusted for cost-of-living changes pursuanf fo fhe Califomla Consumer Price Index.
SECTION 57.

Section 3073.1 Is added to Article 3 of Chapter 8 of Title 1 of Part 3 of the Penal Code to read:

3073.1. (a) If Is the Intent of the People of the State of Califomla in enacting this section to ensure that no provision
enacted by thls initiative measure may be construed to grant to sn inmate sentenced to life in prison without the possibility
of parole a perole heaning or a parole date.
(b) Nothing In this Code shall be constnred to entitle a perso; senfenced to life in prison without the possibilifyof parole
to a hearing before the Board of Adult Parole Hearings as provided in this Article, nor to grant to the Board of Adult Parole
Hesrings the power to conduct such s hearing or to grant a parole date to such person under any circumsfance.
SECTION 58.
Section 4004.6 is added to Chapter Iof Title 4 of Part 3 of the Penal Code to read;
4004.6 (a) The provisions of this seciion shall apply to any county rir which jail overcrowding has reached crisis levels as

defined in subdivision (b).

(b) Jail overcrowding shall be deemed to reach crisis levels when any one of fhe fol/owing condhns occurs:

(I)The county Is subject to a courl order that requires jail inmates to be released ptior to the expiration or complefion of

their jail sentences due to overcrowd in^; or
(2) The county is prepared to relgase, plans to release, or releases Inmates prior to the explmtion or completion of their
jail sentences fo avoid an inmate population that exceeds Its inmate population cepac&; of
(3) The Inmate population In the county ]all has exceeded 00 percent of he Inma fe population capacity of the jail on at
least one occasion durl'ng each of six consecutive months.
(c) ( I ) The sheriffof any county described In subdivision (b), or in the case of Madera, Naps, and Sanfa Clara
Counties, the board of supen/lsars or the Director of Corrections, shall be authorized to acquire and operate housing
facilities that mast Iocal health and safety codes for residential occupancy, and are deemed secure, as temporaryjails or
treatment facllltles.
(2) Nothing in this sectlon shall be construed fo authodze the use of persons na f employed by the county to staff
tempmty jail or treatment facllElles.
(3) A tempomy ]all or lreafment PacIIIty shall not be operated within an incorporated area of the county unRss the cify
council or other /egislafivebody of that city pass88 R twsolufion approving the operafion of that facility in its Incorporated
area.
(4) Determinations regardrng the placement of Inmates and the sccurify of temporary jail or treatment facilities shall be
made exclusively by the county shetiff
(5) No inmate shall be housed in a temporary jail or treatment facility for a period thef exceeds I80 days based on a
slngle senfence.
(6) The provisions of this act shall not be construed to limit or preclude any sheriff from employing Iawfuliy authorized
early release, electronic monifanng, or work mlease programs.
(7) The shedfl shall be euihonied to utilize sentenced inmafes incarcerated in temporaryjail or treatmenf facilifles, or
ofherwise house sentepced inmates in order to avoid overcrowding or to make incarceration a meaningful deterrent, for
environmental cleanup, fire control abatement, and any other public safety or environmentally friendly work prqjecfs
approved by the sheriff All such inmates $hall be electronically monitored during any time fhey are outside confined
dreBS.

(d) Notwithstanding any ofherlaw or r e g u t a h , the operation of a temporary jail or treatmenf facility authodzed
pursuant to this wcfion is a discretionary act and shall not form a bash for imposlng civil Iiabfllty upon the sheriW, tbe
sheriffs department, or the county or municipality within whfch the facile is operated.
(e) Any inmate who escapes or attempts to escape from a tempomty]ail or treatment faclllty operated pursuant to this
section shall be guilty of a felony and shall be punished as provided In Secfhn 4532.
(f)Any inmate who sustains a physical iNury while esslgned to a work release progrerm authorlzed by Section 4024.2
may, if otherwise qualified, be entitled to eompensatlon in accordance W& pmvISIbns of Sect/on 4453.7 of the Labor

Code.
(g) in the @ventthe condlfron constltuflngthe jail overcrowding crlsls level described in subdivision (h) has been
emedied, and the total population of/allinmates within the counfyjail, including parole violators held pursuant to e
contract with the Caljfornia Depadment of Corrections and Re habilitation, remains bek w 80 percent of permanent
aufhorlzed capacEty fdr 72 consecutive months, the sherifl or In the case of Madera, Nepa, and Santa Ckra Counties, the
board of supetvlsors or the dlrector of corrections, shall, wlthin a reasonable period of time, either terminate the
assignment of jail inmates to f~c1ItWeslesescrlbed in subdlvlsion (GI, or shall bdng fhese kciIWes into oompliance with
applicable laws and regulations governing permanent Inmate housing.
SECTION 59.
Section 4004.7 is added to Chapter 1 of Title 4

of Part 3 of the Penal Code to read:

4004.7. (a) ( 1 ) It is the intent of Ihe People in enacting this Section to address overcrowded and congested conditions in
the crimineljustice system caused by the failure of the Legislature and other governing bodies that am responsible for
ensuring sufflcient funding for public safety budgets to provide sufficieni resources to relieve these overcrowded and
congested conditions.
(2) Overcrowded and congested conditions in county jails undermine the tfghts af victims of crime described in
paragraph (5) of subdivision (fl of Section 28 of Article I of the California Constitution to expect that that the Legislature
and other governing bodies will adequately fund public safety budgets fo house all persons sentenced to stafe and local
correctional or rehabilitation facilities as punishment for criminal activity, so that inadequate physical or personnel capacity
does not result in the premature release of these wrongdoers.

(3) Overcrowded and congested courlhouse conditions undermine the right of crime victims specified in paragraph ( I )
of subdivlsion (b) of Secthn 28 of Article I of the California Constitution to expect that they can enter a courthouse to
parficipafe in the criminal justice system without being subjected to infimidafion, harassment, abuse, or danger.
(4) Overcrowded and congested conditions in the crlminal justice system undermine the right of victims of crime
specified in paragraph (4) of subdivision (a) and paragraph (9) of subdivision (b) of Section 28 of Article 1 of the California
Constitution to expect thaf criminal wrongdoers will be expeditiously chatged, brought before the courls, tried, and
punished, and that fhere will be a speedy and prompt final conclusion of fhe case.
(5) In order fo better protect fhe rights of victims of crime as described in this subdivision, measures mud be taken, and
new technology applied, to alte viate these overcrowded and congested conditions.
(b) (I) Each county and the couds of fhis stafe located therein, or other authority in charge of coutfhause secufity, shall
establish and implement procedures whereby named victims of crime, the immediate family of fhe victim, and suppod
persons for the victim and the victim's farnib, are provided safe access to buildings in which courtrooms sm located.
(2) Every subpoena or notice of hearing issued to a crime victim shall contain a courthouse security bypass
authorriation giving the victim, the immediate family of fhe victim, end support persons for the victim and the victim's
femily, priority placement In fhe coutfhause security line in order to be expeditiously assisted through courthouse securify
screening.
(3) Wherever practicable, a separate courfhouse entrance, security line, and designated and restricted safe seating
area in the courthouse shall be established for crime victims and the families of crime victims, so that these persons are
not required to stand in the same line or waifin the same mom or area of the courthouse with criminal defendanfs, their
associates, or fheir families,
(4) (A) In order to address the problem of overcrowding in the criminal justice system and to diminish the impact of that
overcrowding on courthouses and their ability to focus resources on the security screening of dangerous persons, criminal
prosecutors shall be permiffeb fo enter buildings in which courtrooms are located wifhouf passing through metal detectors
and other electronic security devices, without their persons or property being searched, and without their having to stand
in any public line fo enter such buildings that might include criminal defendants or persons conneded to criminal
defendants.
(8) All criminal prosecufors shall be issued distinctive identifying badges and photo identification cards fo be
maintained in their possession while inhide any courthouse and displayed upon the lawful request of any peace officer.
(C) The presiding judge of each county may in his or her discretion extend securify bypass authorization as described in
subparagraph (A) to judges, to deputy and assistant public defenders,to alternate public defenders, to private news
media staff who are assigned full time to offices within the court building or who regularly cover the courts, and to active
members in good standing of the State Bar of California.
(D) The presiding judge of each county may In his or her discretion extend security bypass aufhorization as described
In subparagraph (A) to court staft: distrfct attorney office staff, and to the oHce staff of the clerk of the court, provided fhaf
the persons descrfbed in this subparagraph have worked in a full-time position for the county for a minimum of fen years.
(E) The counfy, or ofher entity responsible for C O U I ~ ~ O Usecurify,
S~
may charge er yearly fee calculated at a ra fe nof
exceeding 50 percent of the amount of State Bar dues in exchange for issuance of a security bypass "Officerof the Court"
identification card, if requested b y attorneys in private practice who are mombers of the Sfate Bar in good standing, and
may for an idenfical fee issue a 'Court Pressnidentifledion card requested by members of the news media described in
subparagraph (B). The State Bar of California may charge a reasonable fee for issuance of a certificate of good
standing.
(cJ In order to address the problem of overcrowding in the criminal justice sysfem and to diminish the impacf of fhat
overcrowding on the rights of crime victims and their immediate families as descn'bed in subdivision (a), a pilot program,
with implemmtafjon provisions, shall be established to assess the applications of technology to alleviafe and reduce
overcrowding in the criminal justice system.
(7) A fen-year pilot project shall be established and an efficacy and efficiency study shall be conducted involving one or
more county courthouses es determined and selecfed by the Judicial Council in consultation with the Administrative Office
of the Courts, and county representatives of pot8ntialpilot counties, The goals of the pilot project shall be:
(A) To utilize advances in technology and communications to conserve limited pubiic safefy dollars by reducing the
cost of fransporting inmates fo and from jail facilifies for arraignment and other prefrial court proceedings;
(8) To reduce congestion and security risks in courthouses by reducing the required personal physical attendance
ai and transporfation to court proceedings of inmates incarcerated in the county jail;
(C) To expedite the criminal trial process and there by promote speedier trials and final dispositions of criminal cases;
(Dl To decrease the risk of harm, intimidation, abuse, and danger to crime victims and their immediate families by
reducing the courthouse contact between these victims and defendants and families and associates of defendants;
(E) To facilitate economical and efficient communication behveen incarcerated defendanfs and their attorneys;

'

(F) To,improvecourthouse securlfyby limmng fhe in-person presence of incarcerated defendants in crlmlnal
procsedjn~stojury or court trials,evidentiary motions, judgment and sentencing, and any other proceeding in whlch h e
defendant's A-person presence Is required by fhe Consflfutlonof the Unked States.
(2) (A) As soon as practicable, and excepf as described In subparagraph (F) of paragraph (I)
the
, aiiendance of an
Incarcerated defendanf In criminal proceedings shall occur by remote video that permifs real-time lnferectlan from the
counfy]all or other secured location deemed sulfable by the shed# of the padiclpatlng county or counties.
(8) An electronic system of remote video that petmits real-time lnferacfionviewing and communications shell be
installed in the arraignment, prellmlnary hearing, and criminal friel muds of the participating county mud building. The
system of vle wlng shall be deslgned and installed in a manner that allows the defendant en opportunity to fully parficipate
in arralgnmant, preliminaty hearing, and other nan-evldentiary pmtrierl proceedings from the county jajl or other secun
facl/ltyselecfed by the sheriK and to have an adequafe ability to hear and view proceedings, and an opportunity
to patfic@ateand interact wkh his or her attorney.
(3) To Implement the pilot pruject described In subdivision (A) of paragreph (2), $6 million shall be appropifated fmm the
general fund of fhs State of California to enable the Judicial Council, in consultation with the Administrative Offioeof the
Coutfs, fo enter into a contract covering patfnershlp and sysfem development, Asfallaiionl and system srrslysis focusing
upon the economic and due-process features of the technology.
(4) Notwithstanding any statute, ordnance, or regulation, any Califomie-based corporate or individual donor, including a
corporation or foundation organized under paragmph (31 of subdivision (c) of Section 501 of the Internal Revenue Code,
shaa be permitted to donate equipment and soffware, make monetary canfribufions, and provide expertise necessary to
operate fh8 pilot pmj~ct. implementation of the pilot project shall be contingent upon the receipt of suficienf private
donations to acquire the necessary hardware and software or funds to acquire them. ,
(5) (A) There shall be formed an advisory commitfee to recommend guidelines for the pilot project to the Judicial Council
and the Administmtive Ofice of ihe Courts in order to ensure that the function and structure of the project satisfies federal
and sfate constitutional requirements.
(8) The advisory committee shall be composed of one represenfativeselected by each of the following persons: the
Chief Justice of the California Supreme Coutt; the presiding judge of the Superior Coud, the sherlfl the president of the
prose~utomunion or association of local prosecutors, and the president of fhe county bar assaclation of the county in
which the pilot project is implemented; hvo public sector experts in technology and government regulations appointed by
the Govemoc and a chairperson appointed by the Governor.
(C) The advisory committee described in thrs paragmph shall provide a yeady report on the pmgmss of the pilaf pmject.
The Wst yeany report shall be made withln one year of the completed Implement8tion of the pilot project
6 If at any time durfng the ten-year pilot pmject the Judicial Council determines that slgnlficant finsnclal savlngs,
diminished courthouse congestion, anaYor increased court security can be attelned wfihout compromising the
constifutlanal rlgAts of crimrnal defendanfs, the Judicial Councll, in cansultaffon with the Admlnlsfratlve O#ce of the
Courfs, shall have fhe auiharlty to lmpbment an a permanent basis tAs methodology determined to be the most effective
In meeting the goals described in fir's sectian in additional courfhauses and j a b in HIS skte on a pemanent basis,
subject ta adequate fundlng by the Legisl~fure
and/or the county's board of supervisors.
(7) The Judiclal Council and Administrative Office of the Courts shall have sole aufhorify to solicit and receive
donaflons ta the fund descrlbed In this section, end shall be responsible for the disposition of all collected donetlons. The
Judlclal Council shall have the 8uth0rity to soIIcifand ufilize donertlons of equipment, sohare, and supplies fhat exceed
the installation and operating costs of the pilot project and utilize them to assist in implementing en expansion o f this pilot
p w c t er8 desctibed in paragraph (6),

Chapter 1.I
(commencing with Section 4040) is added to Title 4 of Part 3 of the Penal Code to read:

CHAPTER I.I.CIVIL RIGHTS OF COUNW JAIL INMATES.
4040. (a) It is the intent oftho People of fhe Sfat@of California in enacting this statute to implement snd effectuate the
rights of victims of crime guaranteed in paragraph (5) of subdivision (a) of Section 28 of Article I of the California
Constitution and subdivision (b) of Section 28.1 of Article I of the California Constitution, to expect fhat a criminal
wrongdoer will be suf%icient/ypunished, and thaf the punitive and deferrent efeci of the incarceration wit/ not be undercut
or diminished by the granting of rights or privileges to incarcerated criminal wrongdoers that are not required by the United
Sfates Constitution or by the laws of the Stale of California. If is the further Intent of the People of the State of Callfomia in
enacting this statute to ensure that fhe granting of rights or privileges to incarcerated wrongdoers does not divert

resources required fo meef a primary obligation of each county to provide adequate faciIities and personnel to incarcerate
criminal wrungdoers for the full terms of their sentences.
(b) Notwithstanding any other provlsian of law, no person canflned in a county jail or any ofherlocal facility, including a
state prison inmafe ~r parolee housed In the county jail, as a result of a sentence orjudgment, including ajudgment in
which imposition or execuvon thereofhas been suspended, arising out of a criminal proceeding, shall be entitled fo any
right or privilege, no matter how described, that the Constitution of the United Siafes or the Constitution o f the State of
California do not require be granted to such persons.
(c) The sheriff of each county, or his or her designee, shall be authorized to granf or to deny, In his or her discretion, to
persons confined in a facility descnibed in subdivision (61, any right, privilege, or benefit not required to be granted by the
Constitution at the United Sfates or by the Constitution of the Sfate of California. In determining whether to granf a right
or privilege not required to be granted by the Constitution of the United States or by the Constitution of the State of
California, the sheriff or his or her designee shall be guided by the declarafion of policy in paragraph (I)of subdivision (a)
of Seefjon 11 70 fhat the purpose of imprisonmentfor crime is punishment.
(d) ( I ) It is a primary responsibiiity o f each county to see that resources appropriated to the sheriff by the county for fhe
maintenance and operation of the county jail are used to ensure fhat sentences imposed upon persons commifted to the
county jail are carried out, and lha t no early release of county jail inmates occurs due to inadequate space or resources to
house them.
(2) In the event that the shenror a federal or state court finds that the inmate populetion of any facitity described in
subdivision (b) exceeds its lawful capaciv, or a federal or state court orders that inmates receive early releases from
custody due to inadequate space or resources to house fhem, the sherifl shall suspend all rights or privileges for
sentenced prisoners that are not guaranteed to inmates by the Constitution of the United States or by the Constitution of
the State of California, and shall reallocate resources to the primary responsibility of the county to provide adequate space
to house all inmates for the full ferms of their sentences.
SECTION 61. Intent Clause.
It Is the intent of the People in repealing Section 12 of Article I of the California Constitution to remove an existing
provision of the California Constitution that conflicts with the provisions of paragraph (3) of subdivision (f) of Section 28 of
Artlcle I of the California Constitution as amended by this Act. Existing subdivision (e) of Section 28 of Article I of the
California Constitution, which wil! become paragraph (3) of subdivision (9 of Section 28 by the amendments made to
Section 28 by this Act, was passed by the electors as part of Proposition 8 on June 8,1982. Existing subdivision (e) did
not become operative, because its provisions conflicted with the provisions of Proposition 4, which was approved by the
electors at the same election with a higher affirmative vote.

SECTION 62. Intent Clause.
It is the intent of the People of the State of California in amending Section 12838 of tho Government Code, in repealing
Section q2838.4 of the Government Code, in enacting Section 12840 of the Government Code, and in enacting Section
3044 of the Penal Code, to reduce political and economlc influences and pressures upon the Board of Adult Parole
Hearings in carrying out its responsibility pursuant to Article 3 of Chapter 8 of Title 1 of Part 3 of the Penal Code, to
determine whether to allow prisoners incarcerated in the state prisons pursuant to subdivision (b) of Section 1168 of the
Penal Code to go upon parole outside the prison walls and enclosures. It is the intent of the People to,thereby better
ensure the right of crime victims set forth in paragraph (8) of subdivision (f) of Section 28 of Article I of the California
Constitution to expect that the Board of Adult Parole Hearings will follow the criteria for granting parole set forth in
paragraph (3) of subdivision (a) of Section 3041 of the Penal Code, and that parole decisions will be made only on the
criteria specified in Section 3041 and not on the basis of political or economic influences and pressures.

It is the further intent of the People in anacting Section 12840 of the Government Code to reduce political and economic
influences and pressures upon the Board of Juvenile Parole in carrying out its responsibility to determine whether to allow
a ward incarcerated in a facility or institution under the jurisdiction of the Juvenile Facilities Division of the Department of
Corrections and Rehabilitationto go upon parole outside the walls and enclosures of the facility or Institution. It is the
intent of the People to thereby better ensure the right of crime victims set forth in paragraph (8) of subdivision (f) of
Section 28 of Article 1 of the California Constitution to expect that the Board of Juvenile Parole will follow only the
appropriate criteria for granting parole to a juvenile ward, and that parole decisions will not be made on the basis of
political or economic influences and pressures. -

It Is the intent of the People In enacting Article 15 (commencing with Section 12840) of Chapter 1 of Part 2.5 of Division 3
of Title 2 of the Government Code, to overturn the .legislative enactments made by Senate BHt No. 737 in the 2005-2006
Legislative Session [Stats. 20b5 ch.101 that placed parole hearings of adult Inmates and parole declslons of juvenile
wards under the jurisdiction of the Department of Corrections and Rehabllitatlon.
SECTION 83. Intent Clause.

It is the intent of the People in amending Section 1054.9 of the Penal Code, In enacting Section 1473.1; and in enacting
Section 1474.5 of the Penal Code, to expedite the disposition of postjudgment praceedlngs In order to better ensure the
right of victims of crime to a speedy and prompt flnal conclusion of a criminat case, as provided In paragraph (6) of
subdivision (a) of Section 28 of Article 1 of the Califomia Constlfutlon, and paragraph (9) of subdivision (b) of Section 28 of
Article I of the California Constitution.

SECTION 64. Intent Clause.
It is the intent of the People in amendin$ Sections 1270, 1270.1, 1272, 1272.1, 1274, and 1275 of the Penal Code, and in
adding Section 1274.5 to the Penal Code, to better protect the right of victims of crime to receive reasonably adequate
protection from the accused and persons acting on behalf of the accused from harm and threats of harm, as provided in
paragraphs (2) and (3) of subdivision(b) of Section 28 of Article I of the California Constitution and paragraph (3)of
subdivision (f) of Section 28 of Article I of the California ConStitution.
SECTiON 65.

Intent Clause.

It isthe intent of the People in amending Sections 3041, 3041.I,3041.5,3041.7,3043,3043.2,3043.5, and 3043.6 of the
Penal Code, and in adding Sections 3043.4 and 3043.7 to the Penal Code, to better protect the right of victims of crime to
be informed of parole procedures and notified of parole proceedings, to participate in the parole process, and to provide
informationto the Board of Adult Parole Hearings prior to the parole of the offender, as provided in paragraphs (15) and
(16) of subdivision (b) of Section 28 of Article Iof the California Constitution,

It is the further intent of the People in amending Sections 3041, 3041.1,3041.5, 3041.7, 3043,3043.2,3043.5, and
3043.6 of the Penal Code, and in adding Sections 3043.4 and 3043.7 to the Penal Code that these provisions as
amended and enacted be applied to all parole proceedings for inmates incarcerated in the Department of Corrections
whose crimes were committed prior to, as well as those inmates whose crimes were committed on or after, the effective
date of this initiative measure. However, it is the intent of the People in amending and enacting these sections to comply
with the constitutional principles set forth in Gamer v. Jones (2000)529 U.S. 244,251, and California Department of
Corrections v. Morales (1095) 514 U.S.499,511, such that any provision amended or enacted herein shall not be
deemed to apply to any person whose crime was committed prlor to the effective date of this lnltiatlve measure and who is
able to show that the provision amended or enacted creates a significant risk of prolonging his or her incarceration.

SECTION 66, Conflicts with exlstlng law clause.
It is the intent of the People of the State of California in enacting this measure that if any provision in this measure
conflicts with an existing provision of law which provides for greater rights of vletlms of crime, the latter provision shall
'apply.
SECTION 67. Confllctlng ballot measures clauses.

It is the intent of the People of the State of California In enacting thls measure that If any provision of this measure directly
conflicts with a provision hanother ballot measure that Is also enacted by a majority of voters at the same election, and
this measure receives a greater number of aafflrrnative votes than the other measure, this measure shall prevail and
conflicting provislons.lnthe other measure shall be inoperative.

It Is the further intent of the People of the State of Callfornta In enactlng this measure that any other ballot measure also
approved by a majority of voters at the same election that grants addltlonal rights to vlctlms of c'rlme and their famllles or
that provides constitutional authority for the rights contalnsd in this measure shall not be deemed to conflict with the
provisions of this measure and shall be given full force and effect, wlthout regard to which measure receives a greater
number of afflrmatlve votes.
It is the further intent of the People of the State of California In enacting this measure, that the 'Victims' Bill of Rights Act
of 2008:Marsy's Law" is a related inltlative measure provldlng constitutional authority for statutes enacted by this initiative
measure; that this measure and the "Victims' Bill af Rights Act of 2008: Marsy's Law" are not conflicting or competing
measures; and that if both lnitiatlve measures are passed by a majority of the voters, both shall be given full force and
effect.
SECTION 08. Saverabllity clause.

If any provision of this Act, or part thereof, or the epplcation thereof to any person or circumstance is for any reason held
to be invalid or unconstitutional, the remaining provisions which can be given effect without the invalid or unconstitutional
provision or application shall not be affected, but shall remain in full force and effect, and to this end,the provisions of this
Act are severable.
SECTION 69. Amendment Clause.

She statutory provisions contained in this Act may not be amended by the Legislature except by a statute passed in each
house by rollsall vote entbred in the journal, three-fourths of tfie membership of each house concurring, or by a statute
that becomes effective only when approved by the electors. However, the Legislature may amend the statutory
provisions of this Act to expand the swpe of their application, to recognize additional rights of victims d crime, or to
further the rights of victims of crime by a statute passed by a majority vote of the membership of each house.

